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Abstract
Winter’s measurement compression theorem stands as one of the most
penetrating insights of quantum information theory. In addition to making an
original and profound statement about measurement in quantum theory, it also
underlies several other general protocols used for entanglement distillation and
local purity distillation. The theorem provides for an asymptotic decomposition
of any quantum measurement into noise and information. This decomposition
leads to an optimal protocol for having a sender simulate many independent
instances of a quantum measurement and send the measurement outcomes to
a receiver, using as little communication as possible. The protocol assumes
that the parties have access to some amount of common randomness, which
is a strictly weaker resource than classical communication. In this review,
we provide a second look at Winter’s measurement compression theorem,
detailing the information processing task, giving examples for understanding
it, reviewing Winter’s achievability proof, and detailing a new approach to
its single-letter converse theorem. We prove an extension of the theorem
to the case in which the sender is not required to receive the outcomes
of the simulated measurement. The total cost of common randomness and
classical communication can be lower for such a ‘non-feedback’ simulation,
and we prove a single-letter converse theorem demonstrating optimality. We
then review the Devetak–Winter theorem on classical data compression with
quantum side information, providing new proofs of its achievability and
converse parts. From there, we outline a new protocol that we call ‘measurement
compression with quantum side information,’ announced previously by two of
us in our work on triple trade-offs in quantum Shannon theory. This protocol
has several applications, including its part in the ‘classically-assisted state
redistribution’ protocol, which is the most general protocol on the static side
1751-8113/12/453001+67$33.00 © 2012 IOP Publishing Ltd
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of the quantum information theory tree, and its role in reducing the classical
communication cost in a task known as local purity distillation. We also outline a
connection between measurement compression with quantum side information
and recent work on entropic uncertainty relations in the presence of quantum
memory. Finally, we prove a single-letter theorem characterizing measurement
compression with quantum side information when the sender is not required to
obtain the measurement outcome.
PACS numbers: 03.67.−a, 03.67.Hk, 03.65.Ta
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
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1. Introduction
Measurement plays an important role in quantum theory. It is the interface between the
macroscopic world of everyday experience and the quantum world, which is characterized by
2
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noncommutativity and superposition. The translation is imperfect, however, with superposition
and noncommutativity leading necessarily to uncertainty in the outcomes of measurements. In
any given measurement, there will be noise inherent to the measurement procedure, uncertainty
due to the state being measured and, most importantly, information. The objective of this review
is to explain how to separate out these components, precisely identifying and quantifying them
in the data produced by a quantum measurement. To do so, it will be crucial to adopt an
information-theoretic point of view, not just to provide the necessary techniques to solve the
problem, but even to figure out how to properly formulate the question.
If we are only concerned with capturing the statistics of the outcomes of a quantum
measurement, the most general mathematical description is to use the positive operator-valued
measure (POVM) formalism [21, 34, 40]. In the POVM formalism, a quantum measurement
is specified as a set  ≡ {x } of operators indexed by some classical label x corresponding
to the classical outcomes of the measurement. These operators should be positive and form a
resolution of the identity on the Hilbert space of the system that is being measured:

x = I.
∀x : x  0,
x

Given a quantum state described by a density operator ρ (a positive, unit trace operator) and a
POVM , a measurement of ρ specified by  induces a random variable X, and the probability
pX (x) for the classical outcome x to occur is given by the Born rule:
pX (x) = Tr{x ρ}.

(1)

Positivity of the operators x and ρ guarantees positivity of the distribution pX (x), and that
the set  forms a resolution of the identity and the density operator ρ has unit trace guarantees
normalization of the distribution pX (x).
The above definition of a POVM makes it clear that the set of all POVMs is a convex set,
i.e. given a POVM  ≡ {x } and another  ≡ {x }, with 0 < λ < 1, the convex combination
λ + (1 − λ)  ≡ {λx + (1 − λ) x } is also a POVM. The physical interpretation of this
convexity is that it might be possible to decompose any particular measuring apparatus into
noise and information. If an apparatus does not admit a decomposition of this form, then it is an
extremal POVM, lying on the boundary of the convex set. If it does, however, as in the above
example apparatus, one could first flip a biased coin with distribution (λ, 1 − λ) to determine
whether to perform  or  and then perform the corresponding measurement. The coin flip
is a source of noise because it is independent of the physical measurement outcome, and the
distribution for the outcome corresponds to the information. Decomposing an apparatus in this
way is a useful idea with many applications.
To develop a robust quantitative theory, however, it is surprisingly effective to consider
the above ideas from an information-theoretic standpoint, in the sense of Shannon [57]. In
this context, that approach will have three main features: a tolerance for small imperfections,
a focus on asymptotics, and an emphasis on communication. To begin with, let us focus on
the first two. From an operational point of view, there is little justification for requiring an
exact convex decomposition of a given measurement. As long as any imperfections are very
small, approximation by a convex decomposition leads to experimentally indistinguishable
consequences. Moreover, measurement statistics are most meaningful in a setting in which the
measurement is repeated many times on identical state preparations. As such, it is sensible,
and remarkably powerful, to ask about approximate convex decomposition of repeated
measurements, with the permissible imperfection required to vanish in the limit of infinite
repetitions.
The relevance of communication is less immediate. In the example described above, the
measurement λ + (1 − λ) could be implemented by first flipping a coin and then either
3
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measuring  or . This opens up the possibility of significantly compressing the measurement
outcomes because there will generically be less uncertainty about the outcome of either  or 
alone than the convex combination λ+ (1−λ). To formalize this notion, one could imagine
that two parties, traditionally named Alice and Bob, are trying to collectively implement a
measurement. They share some common random bits that can be used to perform the (λ, 1−λ)
coin flip without communicating, and Alice holds the quantum system on which λ+(1−λ)
is to be measured. Based on the result of the coin flip, Alice would apply either  or  and
compress the outcome as much as possible, minimizing the number of bits she needs to send
to Bob in order to allow him to reconstruct the outcome of the measurement. Optimizing the
number of bits required over all possible measurement simulation strategies, of which we have
only described one, then provides a robust operational measure of the amount of information
generated by the quantum measurement.
In a seminal paper, Winter successfully performed this information-theoretic analysis of
measurement, and in so doing, was able to make a profound and original statement about
the nature of information in quantum measurement [65]. The content of his ‘measurement
compression theorem’ is the specification of an optimal two-dimensional rate region,
characterizing the resources needed for an asymptotically faithful simulation of a quantum
measurement  on a state ρ in terms of common randomness and classical communication.
The sender (Alice) and receiver (Bob) both obtain the outcome of the measurement, and as
such, this is known as a ‘feedback simulation’ (terminology introduced in a different though
related context [5]). His measurement compression protocol achieves one important optimal
rate pair in this region: if, to first order, at least nH (X|R) bits of common randomness are
available, then it is possible to simulate the measurement ⊗n on the state ρ ⊗n with only
about nI (X; R) bits of classical communication. We allow n, the number of repetitions of
the measurement , to go to infinity, in which limit the simulation becomes asymptotically
faithful. The entropies H (X|R) and I (X; R) are defined as
H(X|R) ≡ H(XR) − H(R),
I(X; R) ≡ H(X ) − H(X|R),
with the von Neumann entropy of a state σ defined as H(σ ) ≡ −Tr{σ log2 σ }. The above
entropies are taken with respect to the state




(2)
|xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ Ax φρRA ,
x

where φρRA is any
of the state ρ, meaning that φρRA is a rank-1 density operator
 RApurification

4
satisfying TrR φρ = ρ. One can think of (2) as the post-measurement state, including
both the classical outcome of the measurement and the subsequent state of the reference
system R. The other important rate pair corresponds to Shannon’s protocol. If no common
randomness is available and both the sender and receiver are to obtain the measurement
outcome, then the lowest achievable rate of classical communication is H(X ), the Shannon
entropy of the distribution of measurement outcomes in (1). Time-sharing between these two
protocols, converting classical communication to common randomness, and wasting common
randomness then give all other optimal rate pairs. (See figure 3 for an example plot of the
region.)
4 Here and throughout this review, we use superscripts such as A, B, R, and E to denote quantum systems with
corresponding Hilbert spaces HA , HB , HR , and HE . Such a labeling is useful in quantum information theory because
we often deal with states that are defined over many systems. We also use the shorthand φ ≡ |φφ| to denote a
pure-state density operator. So, for example, the state φρRA is shared between systems A and R, implying that φρRA is
an operator acting on the tensor-product Hilbert space HR ⊗ HA . We also freely identify Roman capital letters W , X,
Y , and Z with both random variables and quantum systems containing only classical data (as in (2)). There should be
no confusion here because these entities are in direct correspondence.
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Winter’s measurement compression protocol has an important place in the constellation
of quantum Shannon theoretic protocols. It evolved from earlier work in [46, 66], and it is the
predecessor to the quantum reverse Shannon theorem, which was conjectured in [6] and proved
later in [5, 10]5. The quantum reverse Shannon theorem quantifies the noiseless resources
required to simulate a noisy quantum channel. Since Winter’s measurement compression
theorem applies to a quantum measurement and a quantum measurement is a special type of
quantum channel with quantum input and classical output, it is clear that the measurement
compression protocol gives a special type of quantum reverse Shannon theorem. The quantum
reverse Shannon theorem may seem on first encounter to correspond to a pointless task.
After all, in the words of [6], why would we want to dilute fresh water into salt water?
First appearances notwithstanding, it has at least two nearly immediate and significant
information-theoretic applications: in proving strong converses [6, 64, 5, 10, 8] and in lossy
data compression, otherwise known as rate distortion theory [64, 44, 43, 19]. The connection to
strong converses follows from a reductio ad absurdum argument: if one were able to simulate
a channel at a rate larger than its capacity, then it would be possible to bootstrap a channel code
and a simulation code to achieve more communication than a noiseless channel would allow
for. With the aid of an appropriate reverse Shannon theorem, one can then argue that coding
at a rate beyond the capacity should make the error probability converge to one exponentially
fast in the number of channel uses. The connection to rate distortion theory [7] follows from
the observation that a reverse Shannon theorem achieves a task strictly stronger than the usual
average distortion criterion considered in rate distortion theory. There, one requires that an
information source be represented by the receiver up to some average distortion D  0. If one
were to simulate a channel on the information source that does not distort it by more than D
on average, then clearly such a protocol would already satisfy the demands of rate distortion.
There are two other useful applications of Winter’s measurement compression theorem.
The first is in local purity distillation [36, 37, 22, 41], where the task is for two spatially
separated parties to distill local pure states from an arbitrary bipartite mixed state ρ AB by using
only local unitary operations and classical communication. The measurement compression
theorem is helpful in determining the classical communication cost of such protocols, as
considered in [41]. Another application of measurement compression is in realizing the first
step of the so-called grandmother protocol of quantum information theory [26], where the
objective is to distill entanglement from a noisy bipartite state ρ AB with the help of noiseless
classical and quantum communication. It is possible to improve upon both of these protocols
by exploiting one of the new measurement compression theorems that we outline in this review.
Once one takes the first step of splitting the implementation of a measurement between
Alice and Bob, it becomes natural to consider different notions of simulation. What if only
Bob needs to get the outcome of the measurement, not Alice? What if Bob holds a quantum
system entangled with the system being measured? These and related variations provide a very
precise and diverse set of tools for analyzing the dichotomy between noise and information
in quantum measurements. Beyond providing a detailed review of Winter’s theorem, the main
contribution of this review will be to develop these variations and generalizations of his original
theorem. More specifically, our contributions are as follows.
• We provide a full review of Winter’s measurement compression theorem, detailing the
basic information processing task, the statement of the theorem, Winter’s achievability
proof, and a simple converse theorem that demonstrates an optimal characterization of the
rate region. We also review Winter’s extension of the theorem to quantum instruments.
5 We should clarify here that, while [5] appeared on the arXiv in 2009, that paper contains ideas developed and
publicized by the authors over a nine year period starting with the publication of [6] in 2001. Reference [10] features
a different proof from that in [5], but it exploits many of the important ingredients developed in [5].
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• We extend Winter’s measurement compression theorem to the setting in which the
sender is not required to receive the outcome of the measurement simulation. Such a
task is known as a ‘non-feedback’ simulation, in analogy with a similar setting in the
quantum reverse Shannon theorem [5]. A benefit of a ‘non-feedback’ simulation is that
the total cost of common randomness and classical communication can be lower than
that of a ‘feedback’ simulation, leading to interesting, non-trivial trade-off curves for the
rates of these resources. Also, we prove a single-letter converse theorem for this case,
demonstrating that our protocol is optimal.
• We then review Devetak and Winter’s theorem regarding classical data compression
with quantum side information (CDC–QSI) [27]. The setting of the problem is that an
information source distributes a random classical sequence to one party and a quantum state
correlated with the sequence to another party. The objective is for the first party to transmit
the classical sequence to the second party using as few noiseless classical bit channels as
possible. As such, it is one particular quantum generalization of the classic Slepian–Wolf
problem [58]. In the Slepian–Wolf protocol, the first party hashes the sequence received
from the source, transmits the hash, and the second party uses his side information to search
among all the sequences for any that are consistent with the hash and are a ‘reasonable
cause’ for his side information. We provide a novel achievability proof for CDC–QSI that
is a direct quantization of this strategy, replacing the latter search with binary-outcome
quantum measurements. We also provide a simple converse proof that is along the lines of
the standard converses in [15, 30].
• The above reviews of measurement compression and CDC–QSI then prepare us for another
novel contribution: measurement compression in the presence of quantum side information
(MC–QSI). The setting for this new protocol is that a sender and receiver share many copies
of some bipartite state ρ AB , and the sender would like to simulate the action of many
independent and identical measurements on the A system according to some POVM .
The protocol is a ‘feedback simulation,’ such that the sender also obtains the outcomes of
the measurement (though we still refer to it as MC–QSI for short). The MC–QSI protocol
combines ideas from the measurement compression theorem and CDC–QSI in order to
reduce the classical communication rate and common randomness needed to simulate the
measurement. The idea is that Alice performs the measurement compression protocol as
she would before, but she hashes the output of the simulated measurement and sends this
along to Bob. Bob then searches among all the post-measurement states that are consistent
with the hash and his share of the common randomness, similar to the way that he would
in the CDC–QSI protocol. The result is a reduction in the classical communication and
common randomness rate to I (X; R|B) and H (X|RB), respectively, where the entropies
are with respect to the following state:




|xx|X ⊗ TrA I RB ⊗ Ax φρRBA ,
x

and φρRBA

is a purification of the state ρ AB . These rates are what we would intuitively expect
of such a protocol—they are the same as in Winter’s original theorem, except the entropic
quantities are conditioned on Bob’s quantum side information in the system B.
• After developing MC–QSI, we briefly discuss three of its applications. The first is an
application that two of us announced in [38] : MC–QSI along with state redistribution
[29, 68] acts as a replacement for the ‘grandmother’ protocol discussed above. The
resulting protocol uses less classical and quantum communication and can in fact generate
the grandmother by combining it with entanglement distribution. As such, MC–QSI and
state redistribution form the backbone of the best known ‘static’ protocols in quantum
6
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Shannon theory (though, one should be aware that these results are only optimal up to
a regularization, so it could very well be that further improvements are possible). The
second application is an observation that the above protocol leads to a quantum reverse
Shannon theorem for a quantum instrument, that is, a way to simulate the action of a
quantum instrument on a quantum state by employing common randomness, classical
communication, entanglement, and quantum communication. The third application is an
improvement of the local purity distillation protocol from [41], so that we can lower the
classical communication cost from I (Y ; BE ) to I (Y ; E|B), as one should expect when
taking quantum side information into account.
• We then discuss a way that we can relate recent work on entropic uncertainty relations
with quantum side information [52, 9, 59, 14, 31] to provide a lower bound on the classical
resources required in two different complementary MC–QSI protocols.
• Finally, we analyze the MC–QSI problem in the case where the sender is not required
to receive the outcomes of the measurement simulation. For this non-feedback MC–QSI
problem, we once again develop optimal protocols and find a single-letter characterization
of the achievable rate region. While the necessary protocols are simply the natural
combinations of those used in MC–QSI with those used for non-feedback MC, the
optimality proof is different and remarkably subtle.
All the simulation theorems appearing in this review are ‘single-letter,’ meaning that
we can calculate the optimal rate regions as simple entropic functions of one copy of the
state or resource. This type of result occurs more often in quantum information theory when
the resources considered are of a hybrid classical-quantum nature, as is our case here. The
single-letter results here mean that we can claim to have a complete information-theoretic
understanding of the tasks of MC, non-feedback MC, CDC–QSI, MC–QSI, and non-feedback
MC–QSI.
2. Measurement compression
This section provides a detailed review of the main results in Winter’s original paper on
measurement compression [65], and it also serves to establish notation used in the rest of
the
 paper. Consider a quantum state ρ and a POVM  ≡ {x }x∈X , such that x  0 and
x x = I. Measuring the POVM  on the state ρ induces a random variable X with the
following distribution pX (x):
pX (x) ≡ Tr{x ρ}.
Suppose that a quantum information source outputs many copies of the state ρ and the POVM
is performed many times, producing the IID distribution pX n (xn ) (where xn = x1 x2 . . . xn ):
pX n (xn ) ≡ Tr{xn ρ ⊗n }
= Tr{(x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn )(ρ ⊗ ρ ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ)}
n

Tr{xi ρ}.
=
i=1

In order to communicate the result of the measurement to a receiver using a noiseless
classical channel, one could compress the data sequence xn using Shannon compression [15]
and communicate the sequence xn faithfully by transmitting only nH(X ) bits. Such a strategy
is optimal if no other resource is shared between the sender and receiver. But supposing that
the sender and receiver have access to some shared randomness (a fairly innocuous resource),
would it be possible for the sender to simulate the outcome of the measurement using some of
7
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the shared randomness and then communicate fewer classical bits to the receiver in order for
him to reconstruct the sequence xn ?
The goal of Winter’s POVM compression protocol [65] is to do exactly that: accurately
simulate the distribution induced by the POVM, by exploiting shared randomness. The starting
point for Winter’s protocol is the observation that
 can be decomposed as a convex

 any POVM
combination of some other POVMs { (m) } = x(m) , such that

x =
pM (m)x(m) .
(3)
m

This is due to the fact that the set of all POVMs is a convex set6. The set of POVMs { (m) }
then provides a simulation of the original POVM  by the following procedure.
(1) Generate the variable M according to the distribution pM (m).
(2) Measure the state ρ with the POVM  (M) .
The resulting distribution for the random variable X, when marginalizing over the random
variable M, is then as follows:





pM (m)Tr x(m) ρ = Tr
pM (m)x(m) ρ

m

= Tr{x ρ} = pX (x).

m

Thus, the random variable M is a source of noise for simulating the POVM , and the output
X represents information. Separating these two components is a useful idea, and it is what
allows us to simulate a POVM by a protocol similar to the above.
2.1. Information processing task for measurement compression
We can now define the information processing task for a measurement compression protocol.
Given the original POVM  ≡ {x }, suppose that it acts on an n-fold tensor product state
ρ ⊗n . The POVM then has the form
⊗n ≡ {xn }xn ∈X n ,
where
xn ≡ x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn .
The ideal measurement compression protocol would be for the sender Alice to simply perform
this measurement on each copy of her state and transmit the classical output to the receiver
Bob. Figure 1 depicts this ideal protocol.
Our goal is to find an approximate convex decomposition of the tensor-product POVM of
the sort in (3), but in this case it should have the form:
x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn ≈ xn ,
where

xn ≡



pM (m)x(m)
n ,

m

so that each POVM element x(m)
is a collective measurement on the n-fold tensor product
n
Hilbert space. One might expect that such a collective measurement would have some
compression capabilities built into it, in the sense that it could reduce the number of bits needed
to represent the sequence xn . Figure 2 depicts the most general protocol for measurement
compression when both sender and receiver are to obtain the outcome of the simulated
measurement (known as a ‘feedback’ simulation).
6
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Figure 1. Ideal measurement compression. In an ideal protocol for measurement compression,
Alice performs the POVM  ≡ {x } on n copies of the state ρ, which for the ith copy leads to a
quantum system Ai and a classical output Xi . The goal of the protocol is to transmit the classical
output X n to a receiver. Doing so perfectly would require n log |X | bits of communication, where
X is the alphabet for the random variable X. Winter’s measurement compression protocol gives a
way of doing so by allowing for a small error but demanding that this error vanish in the asymptotic
limit of many copies of the state ρ. The idea is to simulate the measurement in such a way that a
third party would not be able to distinguish between the true measurement and the simulated one.
An assumption of this protocol is that the sender obtains the outcome of the simulated measurement
in addition to the receiver.

We now make precise the above notion of the approximation of a POVM acting on a
source state. Suppose that there is some convex decomposition of the tensor-product source
ρ ⊗n as

ρ ⊗n =
pK (k)σk ,
(4)
k

where the states σk are generally entangled states living on the n-fold tensor product Hilbert
space. Thus, one could view the preparation of the source as a selection of a random variable K
according to pK (k), followed by a preparation of the state σK . There is then a joint distribution
pK,X n (k, xn ) for the selection of the source and the true measurement result:
(5)
pK,X n (k, xn ) ≡ pK (k)Tr{xn σk },
and a joint distribution pK,X n (k, xn ) for the selection of the source and the approximation
measurement’s result:



pM (m)Tr x(m)
pK,X n (k, xn ) ≡ pK (k)
n σk
m

= pK (k)Tr{xn σk }.
Definition 1 (Faithful simulation). A sequence of protocols provides a faithful simulation of
the POVM  on the source ρ, if for all decompositions of the source of the form in (4), the
above joint distributions are -close in variational distance for all  > 0 and sufficiently
large n:

|pK,X n (k, xn ) − pK,X n (k, xn )|  .
(6)
k,xn

9
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Figure 2. Measurement compression protocol. The most general protocol for ‘feedback’
measurement compression that exploits common randomness and classical communication. Alice
selects a POVM ϒ (m) ≡ {ϒl(m) } according to the common randomness M. She then performs
this POVM on many copies of the state ρ, and receives an outcome l from it, modeled by the
random variable L. She transmits the variable L over log2 |L| noiseless classical bit channels. Bob
receives this variable, and by combining it with his share of the common randomness, he can
reconstruct the output X̂ n of the simulated measurement. In a feedback simulation, the sender
also reconstructs a variable X n , which is the output of the simulated measurement. The goal
of a feedback measurement compression protocol is for the classical outputs of the simulated
measurement to be statistically indistinguishable from the output of the ideal measurement (this is
from the perspective of someone holding both the reference systems and the classical outputs).

The following lemma states a condition for faithful simulation that implies the above one,
and it is the one that we will strive to meet when constructing a protocol for measurement
compression.
Lemma 2. If for all  > 0 and sufficiently large n, it holds that
 √
√
ω(xn − xn ) ω 1  ,

(7)

xn

where ω ≡ ρ ⊗n ,7 then the measurement simulation is faithful, in the sense that the above
inequality implies the following one for all decompositions of the source of the form in (4):

|pK,X n (k, xn ) − pK,X n (k, xn )|  .
k,xn

Proof. We rewrite the joint distribution pK,X n (k, xn ) in (5) as follows:
pK,X n (k, xn ) = pK (k)Tr{xn σk }
√
√
= Tr{( ωxn ω)(ω−1/2 pK (k)σk ω−1/2 )}
√
√
= Tr{ ωxn ω Sk },
√
The trace norm A 1 of an operator A is equal to A 1 = Tr{ A† A}. The trace distance ρ − σ 1 is commonly
used as a measure of distinguishability between the states ρ and σ because it is equal to 2(1 − 2pe ) where pe is the
probability of error in distinguishing these states if they are chosen uniformly at random.

7
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where we define Sk as
Sk ≡ ω−1/2 pK (k)σk ω−1/2 .
Observe that the operators Sk are positive and sum to the identity on the support of ω. Thus,
they form a POVM {Sk }. Similarly, we can rewrite the joint distribution pK,X n (k, xn ) as
√
√
pK,X n (k, xn ) = Tr{ ωxn ω Sk }.
So we can rewrite and upper bound the simulation approximation condition in (6) as


√
√
|pK,X n (k, xn ) − pK,X n (k, xn )| =
|Tr{ ω(xn − xn ) ωSk }|
k,xn

k,xn



 √

√
ω(xn − xn ) ω 1 ,

xn

where the inequality follows from the following chain of inequalities that hold for all Hermitian
operators τ :


|Tr{τ Sk }| =
|Tr{(τ+ − τ− )Sk }|
k

k





|Tr{τ+ Sk }| + |Tr{τ− Sk }|

k

=



Tr{τ+ Sk } + Tr{τ− Sk }

k

= Tr{τ+ } + Tr{τ− }
= τ

1.

In the above, we exploit the decomposition τ = τ+ − τ− , where τ+ is the positive part of τ

and τ− is the negative part, and the fact that the operators Sk form a POVM.
as

We now introduce the quantum-to-classical measurement maps M⊗n and Mn , defined
M⊗n (σ ) ≡



Tr{xn σ }|xn xn |,

(8)

xn

Mn (σ ) ≡



Tr{xn σ }|xn xn |,

(9)

xn

where |xn xn | ≡ |x1 x1 | ⊗ |x
 2 x2 | ⊗ · · · ⊗ |xn xn | and{|x} is some orthonormal basis. By
introducing a purification φρ of the source ρ, we can then formulate another notion of faithful
simulation, as given in the following definition:
Definition 3 (Faithful simulation for purification). A sequence of protocols
provides a faithful

simulation of the POVM  on the source ρ, if for a purification φρ of the source, the states on
the reference and source systems after applying the measurement maps in (8)–(9) are -close
in trace distance for all  > 0 and sufficiently large n:





(id ⊗ M⊗n ) φ ⊗n − (id ⊗ M n ) φ ⊗n   .
(10)
ρ
ρ

1
In the above, it is implicit that the measurement maps act on the n source systems and the
identity map acts on the n reference systems.
One might think that the above definition of faithful simulation is stronger than the
condition in (7), but the following lemma demonstrates that they are equivalent.
11
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Lemma 4 (Faithful simulation equivalence). The notions of faithful simulation from lemma 2
and definition 3 are equivalent, in the sense that
 √





√
ω(xn − xn ) ω 1 = (id⊗n ⊗ M⊗n ) φ ⊗n − (id⊗n ⊗ M n ) φ ⊗n  ,
(11)
ρ



ρ

1

xn

for all states ω = ρ ⊗n , purifications of ρ ⊗n , POVMs ⊗n and n , and the resulting
measurement maps M⊗n and Mn .
Proof. We can prove this result by considering the single-copy case. Consider a state ρ, a
purification φρ , and measurements {x } and {x }. We choose the purification φρ to be as
follows:
√ √ R
d( ρ ⊗ I A )| RA ,
RA
where |  is the maximally entangled state:
1  R A
|x |x ,
| RA ≡ √
d x
and {|x} is an orthonormal basis that diagonalizes ρ (this basis is not related to the one used
in (8)–(9). Then the unnormalized state after the measurement on A is equal to
 A
 R  A

√ R  A 
√ R  A 
I ⊗ x |φρ φρ |RA I R ⊗ x = d ρ ⊗ x |  |RA ρ ⊗ x .
(12)
Given the following ‘transpose trick’ identity that holds for a maximally entangled state (and
where the transpose is with respect to the basis chosen for | )
(I ⊗ M)|  = (M T ⊗ I)| ,
 |(I ⊗ M) =  |(M ∗ ⊗ I),
we then have that (12) is equal to

 T √ R

√  T R
ρ x
⊗ I A |  |RA x ρ ⊗ I A ,
d
√ T
√ ∗
where the rightmost equivalence x = x follows because x is Hermitian. Tracing
over the A system then leaves the following unnormalized state on the reference system
√ T√
ρx ρ,
(13)
an observation first made in [39].
Now consider
that a measurement map id ⊗M has the following action on the

purification φρ :




(id ⊗ M )(|φρ φρ |) =
TrA idR ⊗ Ax (|φρ φρ |RA ) ⊗ |xx|X
x

 √
√ R
ρTx ρ ⊗ |xx|X ,
=
x

where the last line follows from the conclusion in (13). Thus, we have that
(id ⊗ M )(φρ ) − (id ⊗ M )(φρ ) 1



 √
 √



T√ R
X
T√ R
X
=
ρx ρ ⊗ |xx| −
ρ x ρ ⊗ |xx| 

 x
x
1



 √ 

√


=
ρ Tx − Tx ρ ⊗ |xx|X 

 x
1
 √ 


√
 ρ T − T ρ 
=
x
x
1
x

=

 √
x

12

√
ρ(x − x ) ρ 1 ,
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Figure 3. Optimal rate region for measurement compression with feedback. The figure plots the
optimal rate region from theorem 5. The measurement compression protocol demonstrates that the
rate pair (S = H(X|R), R = I(X; R)) is achievable. Wasting common randomness achieves all of
the rate pairs to the right of this corner point. Time-sharing between measurement compression
and Shannon compression (S = 0, R = H(X )) achieves all of the rate pairs between them. Finally,
employing Shannon compression and converting the extra classical communication to common
randomness achieves all of the optimal rate pairs along the line extending northwest from Shannon
compression. The converse theorem in section 2.4 proves that this rate region is optimal.

where the third equality follows because the trace norm of a block-diagonal operator is just
the sum of the trace norms of the blocks. The fourth equality follows because
√
√
√
√  T
ρ x − Tx ρ = [ ρ(x − x ) ρ]T ,
the trace norm depends only on the singular values of a matrix, and these are invariant under
transposition.

2.2. Measurement compression theorem
We can now state Winter’s main result:
Theorem 5 (Measurement compression theorem). Let ρ be a source state and  a POVM to
simulate on this state. A protocol for a faithful feedback simulation of the POVM with classical
communication rate R and common randomness rate S exists if and only if the following set
of inequalities hold
R  I(X; R),
R + S  H(X ),
where the entropies are with respect to the state




|xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ Ax φ RA ,

(14)

x

and φ RA is any purification of the state ρ.
Note that I(X; R) and H(X ) are independent of the choice of purification φ RA . Moreover,
the entropies are invariant with respect to transposition in the basis that diagonalizes ρ so that
we could instead evaluate entropies with respect to the following classical-quantum state:


 A  RA 
φ .
|xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ Tx
x

Figure 3 provides a plot of the optimal rate region given in the above theorem for this case
of a feedback simulation in which the sender also obtains the outcome of the measurement
simulation.
13
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After giving a simple example of an application of the above theorem, we prove it in
two parts. First, we prove that there exists a measurement compression protocol achieving the
rates in the above theorem, specifically the corner point (S = H(X|R), R = I(X; R)). Next,
we prove the converse part of the theorem: that one cannot do better than the rates given in the
above theorem.
2.2.1. Examples. We review two simple examples to illustrate some applications of
theorem 5. Our first example is for the case that the initial state on which Alice performs
the measurement is some pure state φ A . In this case, the state in (14) becomes



 
|xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ Ax (ψ R ⊗ φ A ) =
Tr{x φ}|xx|X ⊗ ψ R .
x

x

Thus, the reference has no correlations with the outcome of the measurement, so that
I(X; R) = 0 and H(X|R) = H(X ), where H(X ) is the Shannon entropy of the distribution
p(x) = Tr{x φ}. No classical communication is required in this case—common randomness
suffices for this simulation. Indeed, the protocol just has Alice and Bob operate as in
randomness dilution, whereby they dilute their uniform, shared randomness to match the
distribution p(x). The idea here is that there are no correlations with some reference system,
or similarly, there is only a trivial decomposition of the form in (5), so that K is a degenerate
random variable.
Our next example is a natural one discussed in the conclusion of [27]. Consider the
POVM

1
|00|, 12 |11|, 12 |++|, 12 |−−|
(15)
2
acting on the maximally mixed state π A = I A /2. We would like to determine the resources
required to simulate the action of this measurement on the maximally mixed state. Consider
that the Bell state
| RA ≡

√1 (|00RA
2

+ |11RA ) =

√1 (|
2
A

+ +RA + | − −RA )

is a purification of the maximally mixed state π . The post-measurement classical-quantum
state in (14) for this case is as follows:
1
(|00|X
4

⊗ |00|R + |11|X ⊗ |11|R + |22|X ⊗ |++|R + |33|X ⊗ |−−|R ).

A simple calculation reveals that the mutual information I(X; R) of the above state is equal to
one bit. Also, the conditional entropy H(X|R) of the above state is equal to one bit. Thus, one
bit of classical communication and one bit of common randomness are required to simulate
this measurement.
For this case, the simulation is straightforward since the original POVM decomposes as
a random choice of a Z or X Pauli measurement:

1
{|00|, |11|}, 12 {|++|, |−−|} .
2
Thus, Alice and Bob can use one bit of common randomness to select which measurement to
perform. Alice then performs the Z or X measurement and sends the outcome to Bob using one
classical bit channel. Bob can then determine which of the four outcomes in (15) has occurred
by combining the two bits.
2.3. Achievability proof for measurement compression
The resource inequality [25, 26] characterizing measurement compression is as follows:
I(X; R)[c → c] + H(X|R)[cc]  (ρ),
14
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where the entropic quantities are with respect to a state of the following form:



 
|xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ Ax φ RA =
pX (x)|xx|X ⊗ θxR ,
x



θxR ≡ TrA I R ⊗ Ax φ RA pX (x),



pX (x) ≡ Tr I R ⊗ Ax φ RA ,

x

and φ RA is some purification of the state ρ. The operators θxR take on the following special
form
√
√
θxR = ρTx ρ,

if the spectral
decomposition of ρ is ρ = x λx |xx| and the purification φ RA is taken as
√

|φRA = x λx |xR |xA . The meaning of the above resource inequality is that nI(X; R) bits of
classical communication [c → c] and nH(X|R) bits of common randomness [cc] are required
in order to simulate the action of the POVM ⊗n on the tensor product state ρ ⊗n , and the
simulation becomes exact in the asymptotic limit as n → ∞.
The main idea of the proof is to ‘steer’ the state of the reference to be close to the ensemble
produced by the ideal measurement. In order to do so, we construct a measurement at random,
chosen from an ensemble of operators built from the ideal measurement  and the state ρ.
By employing the Ahlswede–Winter operator Chernoff bound [2], we can then guarantee that
there exists a particular POVM satisfying the faithful simulation condition in (3), as long as
the amount of classical communication and common randomness is sufficiently large.
The achievability part of the theorem begins by considering the following ensemble
derived from the state ρ and the POVM  = {x }:
pX (x) ≡ Tr{x ρ},
1 √
√
ρx ρ.
pX (x)
(Recall our statement that the entropies are invariant with respect to transposition in the basis
that diagonalizes ρ.) Observe that the expected density operator of this ensemble is just the
state ρ:
√

√
pX (x)ρ̂x =
ρx ρ = ρ.
ρ̂x ≡

x

x



with m ∈ M,
We will prove that there exist POVMs  (m) = x(m)
n
xn ∈L
|L| = 2n[I(X;R)+3δ] ,

(16)

|M| = 2n[H(X|R)+δ] ,



(17)
(m)
m x n

provides a
for some δ > 0, such that the mixed POVM  with elements xn ≡
faithful simulation of  on ρ according to the criterion in (7).
In order to prove achievability, we require the Ahlswede–Winter Operator Chernoff bound,
which we recall below:
1
|M|

Lemma 6 (Operator Chernoff bound). Let ξ1 , . . . , ξM be M independent and identically
distributed random variables with values in the algebra B(H) of linear operators acting on
some finite dimensional Hilbert space H. Each ξm has all of its eigenvalues between zero and
one, so that the following operator inequality holds
∀m ∈ [M] : 0  ξm  I.

(18)
15
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Let ξ denote the sample average of the M random variables:
M
1 
ξ=
ξm .
M m=1

(19)

Suppose that the expectation Eξ {ξm } ≡ μ of each operator ξm exceeds the identity operator
scaled by a number a > 0:
μ  aI.

(20)

Then for every η where 0 < η < 1/2 and a (1 + η)  1, we can bound the probability that
the sample average ξ lies inside the operator interval [(1 ± η)μ]:


Mη2 a
.
(21)
Pr{(1 − η)μ  ξ  (1 + η)μ}  1 − 2 dim H exp −
ξ
4 ln 2
Thus it is highly likely that the sample average operator ξ becomes close to the true expected
operator μ as M becomes large.
We first define some operators that we will use to generate the POVM elements x(m)
n . For
n
n
all x ∈ TδX (where TδX is the strongly typical set—see appendix A) consider the following
positive operators with trace less than one:
n

ξxn ≡ nρ,δ ρ̂xn ,δ ρ̂xn ρ̂xn ,δ nρ,δ .

(22)

These operators ξxn have a trace almost equal to one because


 
Tr ξxn = Tr nρ,δ ρ̂xn ,δ ρ̂xn ρ̂xn ,δ nρ,δ


= Tr nρ,δ ρ̂xn ,δ ρ̂xn ρ̂xn ,δ

 n
 
 Tr ρ,δ ρ̂xn − ρ̂xn − ρ̂xn ,δ ρ̂xn ρ̂xn ,δ 1
√
 1 −  − 2 .

(23)

The first inequality follows from the trace inequality in lemma 17, and the second inequality
follows by appealing to the properties of quantum typicality reviewed in appendix A. Also,
n
we set S to be the probability of the typical set TδX , and recall that this probability is near to
one:


n
pX n (xn )  1 − .
S ≡ Pr X n ∈ TδX =
xn ∈TδX

n

We define ξ to be the expectation of the operators ξxn , when each one is chosen according to
a pruned distribution pX n (xn ):
  
ξ ≡ EX n ξX n =
pX n (xn )ξxn ,
xn

where we define pX n (xn ) as
pX n (xn ) ≡

pX n (xn )/S

xn ∈ TδX

0

else

n

.

(24)

√
It follows that Tr{ξ }  1 −  − 2  because

 
Tr{ξ } =
pX n (xn )Tr ξxn
xn

√
 1 −  − 2 .

(25)

The inequality follows from the one in (23). From properties of quantum typicality, we know
that
nρ,δ ρ ⊗n nρ,δ  2−n[H(ρ)+δ] nρ,δ .
16
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We now define  to be the projector onto the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of ξ with
eigenvalue larger than α, where α ≡ 2−n[H(ρ)+δ] = 2−n[H(R)+δ] . Defining the operator  as
 ≡ ξ ,

√
it follows that Tr{}  1 − 2 − 2  because


rank()  Tr{}  Tr nρ,δ  2n[H(ρ)+δ] = α −1 ,
so that eigenvalues smaller than α contribute at most  to Tr{}, giving
√
√
Tr{}  (1 − )Tr{ξ }  (1 − )(1 −  − 2 )  1 − 2 − 2 .

(27)

(28)

We now exploit a random selection of the operators in (22) in order to build up a POVM
that has desirable properties that we can use to prove the achievability part of this theorem.
Let ξxn denote the following operators:
ξxn ≡  ξxn ,
so that we confine them to be in the subspace onto which  projects. Define |L||M| random
variables X n (l, m) that are chosen independently according to the pruned distribution pX n (xn ).
We can group these variables into |M| sets Cm ≡ {X n (l, m)}l∈L , according to the value of the
common randomness m. Under the pruned distribution, the expectation of the random operator
ξX n (l,m) is equal to :

pX n (xn )ξxn = .
EX n (l,m) {ξX n (l,m) } =
xn

Let Em denote the event that the sample average of the operators in the mth set Cm falls close
to its mean  (in the operator interval sense):
1 
(1 − ) 
ξxn (l,m)  (1 + ).
(29)
|L| l
The above event Em is equivalent to the following rescaled event:
β 
β(1 − ) 
ξxn (l,m)  β(1 + ),
|L| l
where β ≡ 2n[H(R|X )−δ] . It is then clear that the expectation of the operators βξxn (l,) satisfies
the following operator inequality needed in the operator Chernoff bound:
EX n {βξX n (l,m) } = β  αβ.
Also, each individual rescaled operator βξxn (l,m) admits a tight operator upper bound with the
identity operator because
βξxn (l,m) = 2n[H(R|X )−δ]  nρ,δ ρ̂xn ,δ ρ̂xn ρ̂xn ,δ nρ,δ 
 2n[H(R|X )−δ] 2−n[H(R|X )−δ]  nρ,δ ρ̂xn ,δ nρ,δ 
=  nρ,δ ρ̂xn ,δ nρ,δ 
 I,
where we applied the operator inequality ρ̂xn ,δ ρ̂xn ρ̂xn ,δ  2−n[H(R|X )−δ] ρ̂xn ,δ for the
first inequality. Applying the operator Chernoff bound then gives us an upper bound on the
probability that event Em does not occur


|L| 2 (αβ )
Pr{¬Em }  2rank() exp −
4 ln 2
 n[I(X;R)+3δ] 3 −n[H(R)+δ] n[H(R|X )−δ] 
 2
2
2
 2 · 2n[H(R)+δ] exp −
4 ln 2
17
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 nδ 3 
2 
n[H(R)+δ]
2·2
exp −
4 ln 2
 nδ 3

2 
= 2 exp −
+ n[H(R) + δ] ln 2 .
4 ln 2
Thus, by choosing |L| as we did in (16), it is possible to make the probability of the complement
of Em doubly-exponentially small in n. Also, the above application of the operator Chernoff
bound makes it clear why we rescale according to β—doing so allows for the rescaled operators
βξxn (l,m) to admit a tight operator upper bound with the identity (so that the demands of the
n[I(X;R)+3δ]
and
operator
 c  Chernoff bound are met), while allowing for |L| to be as small as 2
Pr Em to be arbitrarily small.
We now define a counting function cxn (L, M) on the sets L and M, which counts the
n
fraction of occurrences of a sequence xn ∈ TδX in the set {xn (l, m)}l∈L,m∈M :
cxn (L, M) ≡

1
|{l, m : xn (l, m) = xn }|.
|L||M|

(This is effectively a sample average of the counts.) When choosing the random variables
X n (l, m) IID according to the pruned distribution, the expectation of the random counting
function Cxn (L, M) is equal to the probability of the sequence xn :
E{Cxn (L, M)} = pX n (xn ).
n

Thus, for any sequence xn ∈ TδX , the expectation of the counting function has the following
lower bound:
E{Cxn (L, M)} = pX n (xn )
1
pX n (xn )
S

n
 min pX n (xn ) : xn ∈ TδX
=

 γ ≡ 2−n[H(X )+δ] ,
where S, recall, is the probability that a random sequence X n is typical.
In order to appeal to the operator Chernoff bound (we could just use the classical one, but
we instead choose to exploit the operator one), we define P̂ as a diagonal density operator of
n
n
dimension TδX × TδX , whose diagonal entries are just the entries of the pruned distribution
n
pX n (x ). Similarly, for a particular realization of the set {xn (l, m)}l∈L,m∈M , we can define
Ĉ as a diagonal density operator of the same dimension, whose diagonal entries are just the
entries of the counting functions cxn (L, M). From the above reasoning, it is then clear that
the expectation of Ĉ under a random choice of the xn (l, m) sequences is just P̂:
E{Ĉ} = P̂.
Furthermore, (again by the above reasoning), we can establish the following lower bound
on P̂:
P̂  γ npX ,δ ,
where npX ,δ is a typical projector corresponding to the distribution pX (x).
Let E0 be the event that the operator Ĉ is within  of its mean P̂:
(1 − )P̂  Ĉ  (1 + )P̂.
18
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By appealing to the operator Chernoff bound, we can bound the probability that the above
event does not occur when choosing the sequences xn (l, m) randomly as prescribed above:


 n 
|L||M| 2 γ
Pr{¬E0 }  2rank  pX ,δ exp −
4 ln 2
 n[I(X;R)+3δ] n[H(X|R)+δ] 2 −n[H(X )+δ] 
2
 2
2
= 2 · 2n[H(X )+δ] exp −
4 ln 2


2n3δ
n[H(X )+δ]
exp −
=2·2
4 ln 2


n3δ
2
+ n[H(X ) + δ] ln 2 .
= 2 exp −
4 ln 2
Thus, by choosing |L||M| as we did in (16)–(17), it is possible to make this probability be
doubly-exponentially small in n.
We want to ensure that it is possible for all of the events Em and E0 to occur simultaneously.
We can guarantee this by applying DeMorgan’s law, the union bound, and the above estimates:

Pr ¬ E0 ∩





Em

= Pr ¬E0 ∪

m





¬Em

m

 Pr{¬E0 } +



Pr{¬Em }

m
n3δ



2
+ n[H(X ) + δ] ln 2
 2 exp −
4 ln 2

 nδ 3
2 
+ n[H(R) + δ] ln 2 ,
(31)
+ |M|2 exp −
4 ln 2
which becomes arbitrarily small as n → ∞. (Thus, it is in fact overwhelmingly likely for our
desired conditions to hold if we choose |L| and |M| as we did in (16)–(17).)
So, assume now that we have a set {xn (l, m)}l∈L,m∈M such that the corresponding operators
{ξxn (l,m) } and Ĉ satisfy the conditions in (29) and (30). We can now construct from them a set
of POVMs { (m) } that will perform a faithful measurement simulation. We define the POVM
of  (m) as follows:
elements x(m)
n
⎛
⎞

1
S
x(m)
≡
ξxn (l,m) ⎠ ω−1/2
ω−1/2 ⎝
n
1+
|L| l : xn (l,m)=xn
S |{l : xn (l, m) = xn }| −1/2
ω
ξxn ω−1/2 .
(32)
1+
|L|
We check that for each value m of the common randomness that these operators form a subPOVM (a set of positive operators whose sum is upper bounded by the identity). Indeed, we
can appeal to the fact that the operators satisfy the condition in (29):
⎛
⎞
√  (m) √
S 1  ⎝ 
ω
x n
ω=
ξxn (l,m) ⎠
1
+

|L|
n
n
n
n
n
n
x ∈X
x ∈X
l : x (l,m)=x
=

=

S 1 
ξxn (l,m)
1 +  |L| l

S
(1 + )
1+
= S ,


19
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where the inequality appeals to (29). Continuing with the definition of  in (27), we have

=S
pX n (xn ) nρ,δ ρ̂xn ,δ ρ̂xn ρ̂xn ,δ nρ,δ 
xn ∈X n





xn ∈TδX



pX n (xn ) nρ,δ ρ̂xn nρ,δ 
n



pX n (xn ) nρ,δ ρ̂xn nρ,δ 

xn ∈X n

=  nρ,δ ρ ⊗n nρ,δ 

 ρ ⊗n = ω.

The first inequality follows from the operator inequality ρ̂xn ,δ ρ̂xn ρ̂xn ,δ  ρ̂xn (the projectors
ρ̂xn ,δ are defined with respect to the eigenbasis of ρ̂xn ). We can then conclude that these
operators form a sub-POVM because
 (m)
√  (m) √
ω
x n
ω  ω ⇒
xn  I.
xn ∈X n

xn ∈X n

By filling up the rest of the space with some extra operator
 (m)
0(m) ≡ I −
x n ,
xn ∈X n

we then have a valid POVM.
so that there is a correspondence
Note that we have chosen the measurement operators x(m)
n
between a sequence xn and a measurement outcome. In the communication paradigm, though,
we would like to have the measurement output some index l that Alice can send over noiseless
classical channels to Bob, so that he can subsequently construct the sequence xn (l, m) from the
value of l, the common randomness m, and the codebook {xn (l, m)}. So, for the communication
paradigm, we can also consider the measurement to be of the form
1 −1/2
S
ω
ξxn (l,m) ω−1/2 .
(33)
ϒl(m) ≡
1 +  |L|
The POVM in (32) then just results by computing xn from the codeword xn (l, m).
We define the operators xn as
1  (m)
n ,
xn ≡
|M| m x
or equivalently as
xn =

1 
I(xn = xn (l, m))ϒl(m) ,
|M| l,m

where I(xn = xn (l, m)) is an indicator function. We now check that the constructed POVM
satisfies the condition in (7) for a faithful simulation:
 √
√
ω(xn − xn ) ω 1
xn




S |{l, m : xn (l, m) = xn }| 
n

n
n
n
=
ξx 
 pX (x )ρ̂x − 1 + 

|L||M|
1
xn



 
|{l,
m : xn (l, m) = xn }| 
S
n
n

ξx n 
=
pX n (x )ρ̂xn 1 +
 pX n (x )ρ̂xn − 1 + 

|L||M|
n
n
1
xn ∈T
/ δX
xn ∈TδX

n
 

S |{l, m : x (l, m) = xn }| 
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
ξx 
+
 pX (x )ρ̂x − pX (x )ξx + pX (x )ξx − 1 + 
 .
|L||M|
1
Xn
n
x ∈Tδ
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n

The third equality above follows because the operators ξxn are defined to be zero when xn ∈
/ TδX .
n
Then, the bound in the last line follows from typicality (Pr{X n ∈
/ TδX }  ). Continuing, we
upper bound as



 
S |{l, m : xn (l, m) = xn }| 
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
ξx 
+
pX (x ) ρ̂x − ξx 1 +
 pX (x )ξx − 1 + 

|L||M|
1
Xn
Xn
n
n
x ∈Tδ

 pX n (xn )
+
ρ̂xn − ξxn
S
Xn
n
x ∈Tδ

=+

 pX n (xn )
ρ̂xn − ξxn
S
Xn
n

x ∈Tδ

x ∈Tδ



1
1 |{l, m : xn (l, m) = xn }|
pX n (xn ) −
1+
|L||M|
n S
xn ∈TδX




1

Ĉ
.
1 + P̂ −
1 +  1

1

+

The first inequality is the triangle inequality, and the second inequality follows by dividing the
rightmost two terms by S. The equality follows by invoking the definitions of the operators P̂
and Ĉ. We handle these two remaining terms individually. Consider that




P̂ − 1 Ĉ = 1
(1 + )P̂ − Ĉ 1

1 +  1
1+
1
(  P̂ 1 + P̂ − Ĉ 1 )

1+
2

1+
 2,
(34)
which follows from the triangle inequality, the fact that P̂ is a density operator, and that P̂ and
Ĉ satisfy (30). Consider the other term:
 pX n (xn )

ρ̂xn − ξxn 1 =
pX n (xn ) ρ̂xn − ξxn + ξxn − ξxn 1
S
n
n
xn ∈TδX
xn ∈TδX



pX n (xn ) ρ̂xn − ξxn 1 +
pX n (xn ) ξxn − ξxn 1
xn ∈TδX

n

xn ∈TδX

√
√
2  +2  ,

n

(35)

where we apply the triangle inequality in the third line. For the first bound with √, we apply
the Gentle Operator lemma (lemma 15) to the condition in (23), with  ≡  + 2 . For the
second bound with  , we exploit the equality ξxn = ξxn  and apply the Gentle Operator
lemma for ensembles (lemma 16) to the condition


 
pX n (xn )Tr{ξxn } =
pX n (xn )Tr ξxn
xn ∈TδX

n

xn ∈TδX

n

= Tr{}
1− ,

√
which we proved before in (28) (with  ≡ 2 + 2 ). This concludes the proof of the
achievability part of the measurement compression theorem with feedback.
2.4. Converse theorem for measurement compression
This section provides a proof of a version of the converse theorem, which states that the only
achievable rates R and S of classical communication and common randomness consumption,
respectively, are in the rate region given in theorem 5. We note that Winter proved a strong
version of the converse theorem [65], which states that the error probability converges
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exponentially to one as n becomes large. Winter’s strong converse implies that the boundary
of the rate region in theorem 5 is a very sharp dividing line. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we
stick to the proof of the ‘weak’ converse, which only bounds the error probability away from
zero. The reader can consult section IV of [65] for details of Winter’s strong converse proof.
The converse theorem states that the ‘single-letter’ quantities in the rate region in
theorem 5 are optimal. A nice consequence is that there is no need to evaluate an intractable
regularization of the associated region, as is often the case for many coding theorems in
quantum Shannon theory [60]. The theorem truly provides a complete understanding of the
measurement compression task from an information-theoretic perspective.
We now prove the weak converse. Figure 2 depicts the most general protocol for
measurement compression with feedback, and it proves to be useful here to consider a
purification of the original input state. The protocol begins with the reference and Alice
possessing the joint system Rn An and Alice sharing the common randomness M with Bob. She
then performs a simulation of the measurement, outputting a random variable L and another
random variable X n that acts as the measurement output on her side. She sends L to Bob,
and Bob produces X̂ n from L and the common randomness M. If the protocol is any good for
n n n
measurement compression with feedback,
then the resulting state ωR X̂ X should be -close in
n n n
trace distance to the ideal state σ R X X (the state resulting from the ideal protocol in figure 1),
n
where X is a copy of the variable X n :
 Rn X̂ n X n
n n n
ω
− σ R X X   .
(36)
1

We now prove the first lower bound on the classical communication rate R:
nR  H(L)
 I(L; MRn )
= I(LM; Rn ) + I(L; M) − I(Rn ; M)
 I(LM; Rn )
 I(X̂ n ; Rn )ω
 I(X n ; Rn )σ − n
= nI(X; R) − n .
The first inequality follows because the entropy of a uniform random variable is larger
than the entropy of any other random variable. The second inequality follows because
I(L; MRn ) = H(L) − H(L|MRn ) and H(L|MRn )  0 for a classical variable L. The first
equality is an easily verified identity for mutual information. The third inequality follows
because the common randomness M is not correlated with the reference Rn (and hence
I(Rn ; M) = 0) and because I(L; M)  0. The fourth inequality is from quantum data
processing (Bob processes L and M to get X̂ n ). The fifth inequality is from (36) and continuity
of quantum mutual information (the Alicki–Fannes’ inequality [3]), where  is some function
f () such that lim→0 f () = 0. The final equality follows because the ideal state σ is a
tensor-power state, and thus the mutual information I(X n ; Rn )σ is additive.
A proof for the lower bound on the sum rate R + S goes as follows:
n(R + S)  H(LM)
 I(X n ; LM)
 I(X n ; X̂ n )ω
n

 I(X ; X n )σ − n
= H(X n ) − n
= nH(X ) − n .
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The first two inequalities follow for the same reasons as the first two above (we are assuming
that copies of L and M are available since they are classical). The third inequality is quantum
data processing. The fourth inequality follows from (36) and continuity of entropy. The first
equality follows because the mutual information between a variable and a copy of it is equal to
its entropy. The final equality follows because the entropy is additive for a tensor power state.
Optimality of the bound R + S  H(X ) for negative S follows by considering a protocol
whereby Alice uses classical communication alone in order to simulate the measurement
output X n and generate common randomness M with Bob. The converse in this case proceeds
as follows:
nR  H(L)
= I(L; L)
 I(X n M ; X̂ n M)
n
 I(X M; X n M) − n
n

= I(X ; X n ) + I(M; M) − n
= nH(X ) + n|S| − n .
The second inequality follows because Bob and Alice have to process L and its copy L in order
to recover the approximate X̂ n M and X n M , respectively. The third inequality follows because
these systems should be close to the ideal ones for a good protocol (and applying continuity
of entropy). The next equalities follow because the information quantities factor as above for
the ideal state.
2.5. Extension to quantum instruments
We now briefly review Winter’s argument for extending the above protocol from POVMs
to quantum instruments. A quantum instrument is the most general model for quantum
measurement that includes both a classical output and a post-measurement quantum state
[20, 21, 48]. Our goal is now to simulate the action of a given quantum instrument on many
copies of an input state ρ using as few resources as possible. The simulation should be such
that Bob possesses the classical output at the end of the protocol (as in the case of POVM
compression), and, as an additional requirement, Alice possesses the quantum output.
In the present setting, we can conveniently treat a quantum instrument as a completely
positive, trace-preserving (CPTP) map Ninstr of the form

Nx (ρ) ⊗ |xx|,
(37)
Ninstr (ρ) ≡
x

where each Nx is a completely positive, trace-non-increasing map of the form

†
Nx,y ρNx,y
,
Nx (ρ) ≡
y

such that



†
Nx,y
Nx,y  I.

y
n

The simulation, implemented by a sequence of maps N
instr , is defined to be faithful if the
following condition holds:
n

Definition 7 (Faithful instrument simulation). A sequence of maps N
instr provides a faithful
simulation of the quantum instrument Ninstr on the state ρ if for all  > 0 and sufficiently
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large n, the action of the approximation channel on many copies of a purification φρ of ρ is
indistinguishable from the true quantum instrument, up to a factor of :


 
 ⊗n 
n
  .
 id ⊗ N ⊗n φ ⊗n − id ⊗ N

(38)
ρ
instr
instr φρ
1
In this case, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 8 (Instrument simulation). Let ρ be a source state and Ninstr an instrument to
simulate on this state. A protocol for a faithful feedback simulation of Ninstr with classical
communication rate R and common randomness rate S exists if and only if
R  I(X; R),
R + S  H(X ),
where the entropies are with respect to a state of the following form:




|xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ NxA (φ RA ) ,

(39)

x

and φ RA is some purification of the state ρ. The simulation is such that Alice possesses the
quantum output of the channel and Bob possesses the classical output.
Proof. We just prove achievability because the converse theorem from the previous section
applies to this case as well. We start by considering the case in which every map Nx can be
written as
Nx (ρ) = Nx ρNx† .

(40)

(The general case, stated in section V–G of [26] though lacking a formal proof, will also be
addressed.)
We construct an approximation instrument using the protocol in the achievability proof
from section 2.3. Let us set
x = Nx† Nx ,
from x and the state ρ as in (32), such that they satisfy all
and construct the operators x(m)
n
of the properties that we had before. Define the distribution pX (x) and the states ρ̂x as we did
before:
pX (x) = Tr{x ρ},
1 √
√
ρx ρ.
ρ̂x =
pX (x)
(m)
n

We construct the approximation instrument N
instr from xn , pX (x), ρ̂x , and the Kraus operators
n

Nx . First, consider that the approximation instrument N
instr will be a convex combination of
some other instruments:
1  (m)
n

N
E (σ ),
(41)
instr (σ ) ≡
|M| m instr

where
(m)
(σ ) ≡
Einstr



Fx(m)
σ Fx(m)†
⊗ |xn xn |,
n
n

xn



Fx(m)†
Fx(m)
 I.
n
n

xn

.
Fx(m)
n

Define the conditional distribution pX n |M (xn |m) as
We now construct the operators
follows:
1
|{l : xn (l, m) = xn }|,
pX n |M (xn |m) ≡
|L|
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as in (32), and let pM (m) = 1/|M|, so that the marginal distribution pX n (xn ) is as follows:
1 
p n (xn |m)
pX n (xn ) =
|M| m X |M
1
|{l, m : xn (l, m) = xn }|.
|L||M|
√
Take a left polar decomposition of the operator Nx ρ and use it to define the unitary operator
Ux :


√
√ † √
ρNx Nx ρ = Ux pX (x)ρ̂x .
(42)
Nx ρ = Ux
=

Let Uxn be as follows:
Uxn ≡ Ux1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Uxn .
(m)
for the instruments Einstr
as follows:
We define the Kraus operators Fx(m)
n

S
ξxn (ω−1/2 ).
Fx(m)
≡ Uxn pX n |M (xn |m)
n
1+

(43)

(m)
One can check that these define completely positive trace-non-increasing instruments Einstr
—
(m)
this follows from the fact that the operators xn in (32) form a sub-POVM. The instruments
(m)
n
Einstr
in turn form the instrument Ninstr
via the relation in (41).
We can now check that this construction satisfies the condition in (38) for a faithful
simulation. Consider a purification
√
√
φρ⊗n = (I ⊗ ω)|II|(I ⊗ ω),

where |I is the vector obtained by ‘flipping the bra’ of the identity channel xn |xn xn |:

|xn |xn .
|I ≡
xn

We have the following bound on the instrument simulation performance:


 
 ⊗n 
n
 id ⊗ N ⊗n φ ⊗n − id ⊗ N


ρ
instr
instr φρ
1





√ †
√ (m)† 
√
1 


(m) √ 
I ⊗ Fxn
=
ω |II| I ⊗ ωFxn
(I ⊗ Nxn ω)|II| I ⊗ ωNxn −



|M|
xn
m
1









†

n
U
n

 pX n (xn ) I ⊗ Uxn ρ̂xn |II| I ⊗ ρ̂√
x x


√
=

S
n
n

−p
(I
⊗
U
ξxn )|II| I ⊗ ξxn Ux†n 
n (x )
x
X
n
1+
x
1








S
n
n
 pX n (x )(I ⊗ ρ̂xn )|II|(I ⊗ ρ̂xn ) − p n (x )

n
n
(I
⊗
=
ξ
)|II|(I
⊗
ξ
)
x
x 
X

1+
1
xn






 n n

n

pX (x )(I ⊗ ρ̂xn )|II|(I ⊗ ρ̂xn ) − pX n (x )(I ⊗ ξxn )|II|(I ⊗ ξxn )
1

xn









S
n
n


+
 pX n (x )(I ⊗ ξxn )|II|(I ⊗ ξxn ) − pX n (x ) 1 +  (I ⊗ ξxn )|II|(I ⊗ ξxn ) .
xn

1

The first equality follows from the block structure of the instruments with respect to the
classical flags |xn xn |. The second equality follows by substituting the polar decomposition
in (42) and the definition in (43). The third equality follows from the unitary invariance of the
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trace norm. The last inequality is the triangle inequality. Continuing, we have





pX n (xn ) (I ⊗ ρ̂xn )|II|(I ⊗ ρ̂xn ) − (I ⊗ ξxn )|II|(I ⊗ ξxn ) 1

xn

+



pX n (xn ) − pX n (xn )

xn


√ 
pX n (xn ) 4 ρ̂xn − ξxn
2 2

1

+ 2

1

+ 2

S
1+

xn

√ 
2 24
pX n (xn ) ρ̂xn − ξxn
xn


√ 4
√
√
 2 2  + 2  + 2  + 2.
The first inequality
factoring out the distribution pX n (xn ) and because the positive
√ follows by √
operator (I ⊗ ξxn )|II|(I ⊗ ξxn ) has trace less than one. The second inequality follows
from Winter’s lemma 14:





(I ⊗ ρ̂xn )|II|(I ⊗ ρ̂xn ) − (I ⊗ ξxn )|II|(I ⊗ ξxn ) 1  4 ρ̂xn − ξxn 1 ,
and our previous bound in (34). The third inequality is from concavity of the quartic-root
function, and the final one follows from our previous bounds in (35) and the fact that the
probability mass of the atypical set is upper bounded by .
We are now ready to consider the general case, in which one wants to simulate an
instrument of the form (37). For this purpose, we require a slightly different coding strategy
that combines ideas from section 2.3 and the above development.
First, consider that it is possible to implement a quantum instrument of the form in (37)
by tracing over an auxiliary register Y :

†
Nx,y ρNx,y
⊗ |xx|X ⊗ |yy|Y .
Ninstr (ρ) = TrY
x,y

So, Alice and Bob will simulate the following instrument

†
Nx,y ρNx,y
⊗ |xx|X ⊗ |yy|Y ,

(44)

x,y

in such a way that Bob does not receive the outcome y, and thus they effectively implement
the instrument Ninstr . The idea is that they will exploit a code with the following structure.
(1) Alice communicates nI(X; R) bits of classical communication to Bob (enough for him to
reconstruct the x output).
(2) Alice keeps nI(Y ; R|X ) bits of the output to herself.
(3) Alice exploits nH(X|R) bits of common randomness shared with Bob in the simulation.
(4) Alice uses nH(Y |XR) bits of local, uniform randomness (not shared with Bob).
The entropies are with respect to the following classical-quantum state:


A  RA 
 †
φρ
⊗ |xx|X ⊗ |yy|Y ,
TrA I R ⊗ Nx,y
Nx,y
x,y

and observe that I(X; R) and H(X|R) are invariant with respect to the choice of Kraus operators
{Nx,y } for each map Nx .
More precisely, the measurements used in the simulation are chosen randomly as in the
proof in section 2.3, with the following modifications. Choose |L1 ||M1 | codewords xn (l1 , m1 )
independently and randomly according to a pruned version of the distribution
 

†
Tr Nx,y
Nx,y ρ ,
pX (x) ≡ Tr{Nx (ρ)} =
y
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with
|L1 | ≈ 2nI(X;R) ,
|M1 | ≈ 2nH(X|R) .
For each pair (l1 , m1 ), choose |L2 ||M2 | codewords yn (l2 , m2 |l1 , m1 ) independently and
randomly according to a distribution:
pY n |X n (yn |xn (l1 , m1 )),
which is a pruned version of the conditional distribution
 †

1
pY |X (y|x) =
Tr Nx,y
Nx,y ρ ,
pX (x)
where
|L2 | ≈ 2nI(Y ;R|X ) ,
|M2 | ≈ 2nH(Y |XR) .
After choosing these codewords, we have a codebook {xn (l1 , m1 ), yn (l2 , m2 |l1 , m1 )}. Divide all of these codewords into |M1 ||M2 | sets of the form {xn (l1 , m1 ), yn (l2 , m2 |l1 , m1 )}l1 ,l2 .
In order to have a faithful simulation, we require several conditions analogous to (29) and (30)
to hold (except that the first average similar to that in (29) is over just l1 and there is another
over both l1 and l2 , and the other operators like Ĉ in (30) are with respect to both l1 and m1
and all of l1 , l2 , m1 , and m2 ). Choosing the sizes of the sets as we do above and applying the
operator Chernoff bound several times guarantees that there exists a choice of the codebook
{xn (l1 , m1 ), yn (l2 , m2 |l1 , m1 )} such that these conditions hold. By the development at the end
of section 2.3 and the result for instruments of the special form (40), it follows that these
conditions lead to a faithful simulation.
The simulation then operates by having the variable m1 be common randomness shared
with Bob, m2 as additional local, uniform randomness that Alice uses for picking the
measurement, and all of the measurements have outcomes l1 and l2 . After performing the
measurement simulation, Alice sends the outcome l1 to Bob, which he can subsequently
use to reconstruct the codeword xn (l1 , m1 ) by combining with his share m1 of the common
randomness. The proof as we had it before goes through—the only difference is in constructing
the codebook in such a way that the sequences xn and yn are separated out. The simulated
instrument has a form like that in (44), and if Alice discards yn , it follows, by applying the
monotonicity of trace distance to the condition in (38), that Alice and Bob simulate the original
instrument.

As a closing note for this section, we would like to mention that the quantity I(X; R),
appearing in theorem 8, has a long history. Since I(X; R) measures the amount of data
created by the quantum measurement, contrarily to the shared randomness that exists before
the measurement itself, it seems natural to consider it as a measure of the information gain
produced by the quantum measurement. In this connection, the 1971 paper of Groenewold
was the first to put forward the problem of measuring the information gain in ‘quantal’
measurements by means of information-theoretic quantities [33]. Groenewold considered the
following quantity (reformulated according to our notation):

pX (x)H{Nx (ρ)/pX (x)},
G(ρ, Ninstr ) := H(ρ) −
x

and he conjectured its positivity for von Neumann–Lüders measurements. Keep in mind that,
at that time, the theory of quantum instruments was in its infancy, and the von Neumann–
Lüders state reduction postulate, according to which the initial state is projected onto the
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eigenspace corresponding to the observed outcome, was the only model of state reduction
usually considered. Subsequently, Groenewold’s conjecture was proved by Lindblad [42].
As the theory of quantum instruments advanced [48], quantum instruments with negative
Groenewold’s information gain appeared to be the rule, rather than the exception, until Ozawa
finally settled the problem by proving that G(ρ, Ninstr ) is nonnegative for all states ρ if and
only if the quantum instrument has the special form in (40) [49].
The point is that, for quantum instruments of the form in (40), Groenewold’s information
gain G(ρ, Ninstr ) is equal to I(X; R) [12]. This is a consequence of the fact that, for any matrix
K, K † K and KK † have the same eigenvalues (i.e. the squares of the singular values of K), so
that


√

√
H{Nx (ρ)/pX (x)} ≡ H Nx ρNx† /pX (x) = H ρNx† Nx ρ/pX (x) .
This coincidence retroactively strengthens the interpretation of G(ρ, Ninstr ) as the information
gain due to a quantum measurement, at least in the special case of instruments satisfying (40).
In those cases, due to Winter’s measurement compression theorem, G(ρ, Ninstr ) truly is the
rate at which the instrument generates information. More generally, however, I(X; R) is the
better measure of information gain both because it is nonnegative and because it always has
the full strength of Winter’s theorem behind it.
2.5.1. Application to channels. As already noticed in [65], with theorem 8 at hand, it is easy
to consider the case in which one wants to simulate the action of some CPTP map N on many
copies of the state ρ. The idea is that, for every Kraus representation [40] of the map N as

Nx σ Nx† ,
(45)
N (σ ) ≡
x

where Nx are a set of Kraus operators satisfying

Nx† Nx = I,
x

one can apply theorem 8 and simulate the corresponding quantum instrument

Nx ρNx† ⊗ |xx|.
Ninstr (ρ) =
x

Then, any protocol faithfully simulating the above instrument automatically leads, by
monotonicity of trace distance, to a faithful simulation of the channel N , in the sense that it
provides a sequence of maps N n such that:





(id ⊗ N ⊗n ) φ ⊗n − (id ⊗ N n ) φ ⊗n   ,
ρ

ρ

1

for any  > 0 and sufficiently large n.
An important thing to stress is that the rates obtained in this way depend on the particular
Kraus representation used to construct the instrument Ninstr . The rates of consumption of
classical resources can hence be minimized over all possible Kraus representations of a given
channel. However, such an optimization turns out to be difficult in general, as the following
example shows.
Let us consider the case of a channel, which can be written as a mixture of unitaries, i.e.

p(x)Ux ρUx† ,
(46)
N (ρ) =
x

where Ux†Ux = I. Such a channel can be simulated without the need for classical
communication. This follows simply from the fact that the quantum instrument constructed
from (46) corresponds to measuring the POVM x = p(x)I, whose outcomes are completely
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random and uncorrelated with the reference, so that I(X; R) = 0. In fact, the converse is
also true: if a given channel admits a Kraus decomposition for which I(X; R) = 0, then its
action on the state ρ can be written as a mixture of unitaries as in
 (46) [11]. In order to
show this, suppose that we find a Kraus decomposition N (ρ) = x Nx ρNx† such that the
quantum mutual information I(X; R) = 0, where it is calculated with respect to the following
classical-quantum state




|xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ Nx† NxA φ RA ,
x

and φ is a purification of ρ. Adopting the same notation used at the beginning
of section
T √ 2.3,
√ 
ρ are
we know that I(X; R) = 0 if and only if the sub-normalized states θxR = ρ Nx† Nx
all proportional to ρ. This is possible if and only if the operators (Nx† Nx )T are all proportional
to the identity (on the support of ρ), thus proving the claim.
Hence, as the above example shows, to minimize the rate of classical communication
needed to simulate a quantum channel constitutes a task of complexity comparable to that of
deciding whether a given channel possesses a random-unitary Kraus decomposition or not, for
which numerical methods are known [4] but a general analytical solution has yet to be found.
RA

3. Non-feedback measurement compression
We now discuss an extension of Winter’s measurement compression theorem in which the
sender is not required to obtain the outcome of the measurement simulation (known as a
‘non-feedback’ simulation). Achieving a feedback simulation is more demanding than one
without feedback, so we should expect the non-feedback problem to show some reduction
in the resources required. To get a sense of where the improvement comes from will require
considering a more general type of POVM decomposition than that in (3). Suppose that it is
possible to decompose a POVM {x } in terms of a random selection according to a random
variable M, an ‘internal’ POVM {w(m) } with outcomes w, and a classical post-processing map
pX|W (x|w) [45, 13]:

pM (m)w(m) pX|W (x|w).
(47)
x =
m,w

In that case, Alice and Bob could proceed with a protocol along the following
lines: they use

Winter’s measurement compression protocol to simulate the POVM { m pM (m)w(m) }w and
Bob locally simulates the classical postprocessing map pX|W (x|w). (This is essentially how a
‘non-feedback’ simulation will proceed, but there are some details to be worked out.)
We should compare the performance of the above protocol against one that exploits a
feedback simulation for {x }. The classical communication cost will increase from I(X; R)
to I(W ; R) (the data-processing inequality I(W ; R)  I(X; R) holds because W is ‘closer’
to R than is X), but the common randomness cost will be cheaper because the non-feedback
protocol requires only nI(W ; X|R) bits of common randomness rather than nH(X|R) bits
(essentially because Bob can find a clever way to simulate the local map pX|W (x|w)). Thus,
if the savings in common randomness consumption are larger than the increase in classical
communication cost, then there is an advantage to performing a non-feedback simulation. In
general, decomposing a POVM in many different ways according to (47) leads to a non-trivial
curve characterizing the trade-off between classical communication and common randomness.
In this connection, it is important to remark that the decomposition (sometimes referred
to as a refinement) of a POVM according to the post-processing relation:

w pX|W (x|w),
(48)
x =
w
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of which (47) is a special case, is different from the convex decomposition described in
(3). In particular, while the conditions for a POVM to be extremal (i.e. not non-trivially
decomposable) with respect to (3) are known to be rather involved [18], it turns out that
POVMs which are extremal with respect to (48) can be neatly characterized as those (and only
those) whose elements are all rank-1 operators [45]. Hence, if the POVM that Alice and Bob
want to simulate is rank-1 (i.e. all its elements are rank-1 operators), then there is nothing to
gain from implementing a non-feedback simulation instead of a feedback simulation. Notice,
however, that the two decompositions (3) and (48) are completely independent: POVMs
which are extremal with respect to (3) need not also be extremal with respect to (48), and vice
versa [13]. This is the reason why there is plenty of room for non-trivial trade-off relations
between classical communication and common randomness if the POVM to be simulated is not
rank-1.
Theorem 9 below gives a full characterization of the trade-off for a nonfeedback
measurement compression protocol, in the sense that the protocol summarized above has a
matching single-letter converse proof for its optimality. Thus, we can claim to have a complete
understanding of this task from an information-theoretic perspective.
We should mention that some of the above ideas regarding non-feedback simulation are
already present in prior works [26, 17, 5], and indeed, these works are what led us to pursue
a non-feedback measurement compression protocol. In [26], Devetak et al observed in their
remarks around equations (43)–(45) of their paper that a protocol in which the sender also
receives the outcomes of the simulation is optimal, but ‘examples are known in which less
randomness is necessary’ for protocols that do not have this restriction. They did not state
any explicit examples, however, nor did they state that there would be a general theorem
characterizing the trade-off in the non-feedback case. Cuff’s theorem [17] regarding the
trade-off between classical communication and common randomness for a non-feedback
reverse Shannon theorem is a special case of theorem 9 below, essentially because a noisy
classical channel is a special case of a quantum measurement and thus the simulation task
is a special case. Reference [5] characterized the trade-off between quantum communication
and entanglement for a non-feedback simulation of a quantum channel. Thus, theorem 9
below ‘sits in between’ the communication tasks considered in [17] and [5]. We should also
remark that [5] stated that it is possible to reduce the common randomness cost in the nonfeedback reverse Shannon theorem either with randomness recycling or by derandomizing
some of it, and we should be able to employ these approaches in a non-feedback measurement
compression protocol. Though, our approach below is to modify Winter’s original protocol
directly by changing the structure of the code.
3.1. Non-feedback measurement compression theorem
Theorem 9 (Non-feedback measurement compression). Let ρ be a source state and N a
quantum instrument to simulate on this state:

Nx (ρ) ⊗ |xx|X .
N (ρ) =
x

A protocol for faithful non-feedback simulation of the quantum instrument with classical
communication rate R and common randomness rate S exists if and only if R and S are in the
rate region given by the union of the following regions:
R  I(W ; R),
R + S  I(W ; XR),
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pX|W (x|w)|ww|W ⊗ |xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ MAw φρRA ,
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(49)

x,w

φρRA is some purification of the state ρ, and the union is with respect to all decompositions of
the original instrument N of the form:

N (ρ) =
pX|W (x|w)Mw (ρ) ⊗ |xx|X .
(50)
x,w

Observe that the systems R, W , and X in (49) form a quantum Markov chain: R − W − X.
The information quantity I(W ; XR) appearing in the above theorem generalizes Wyner’s
well-known ‘common information’ between dependent random variables [67].
3.2. Achievability for non-feedback measurement compression
We now prove the achievability part of the above theorem. Suppose for simplicity that we
are just trying
 to simulate the POVM  = {x } where each x is a positive operator such
that x =
w pX|W (x|w)Mw and each Mw is a positive operator. The case for a general
quantum instrument follows by considering this case and by extending it similarly to how we
extended POVM compression to instrument compression in theorem 8. So, the relevant overall
classical-quantum state to consider when building codes for a non-feedback simulation is as
follows:



pX|W (x|w)TrA MwA φρRA ⊗ |ww|W ⊗ |xx|X ,
w,x

which simplifies to


pX|W (x|w)

√
√
ρMw ρ ⊗ |ww|W ⊗ |xx|X ,

w,x


 √
√
after realizing that TrA MwA φρRA = ρMw ρ (in the above and what follows, we ignore the
transpose in the eigenbasis of ρ on Mw because it is irrelevant for the result). Let τ denote the
state obtained by tracing over the W register of the above state:
√
√
ρMw ρ ⊗ σwX ,
τ≡
w

where the classical state σwX is as follows:

pX|W (x|w) |xx|X .
σwX ≡
x

Consider the following ensemble:
pW (w) ≡ Tr{Mw ρ},
1 √
√
ρMw ρ.
ρ̂w ≡
pW (w)
Observe that ρ is the expected state of this ensemble:

√
√
pW (w)ρ̂w =
ρMw ρ = ρ.
w

w

Also, the state τ is as follows:

τ=
pW (w)ρ̂w ⊗ σwX .
w
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Our approach is similar to Winter’s approach detailed in section 2.3: choose |L||M|
codewords w n (l, m) according to the pruned version of the distribution pW n (w n ). As long as
|L| ≈ 2nI(W ;R) ,
|M| ≈ 2nI(W ;X|R) ,
|L||M| ≈ 2nI(W ;XR) ,
the operator Chernoff bound (lemma 6) guarantees that there exists a choice of the codewords
w n (l, m) such that the following conditions are true:
1 
ρ̂ n
∈ [(1 ± )ρ n ],
(51)
|L| l w (l,m)

1
κwn (l,m) ∈ [(1 ± )τ n ],
|L||M| l,m

(52)

where each ρ̂wn is a typical projected version of ρ̂wn ≡ ρ̂w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ̂wn :
ρ̂wn ≡  nρ,δ ρ̂wn ,δ ρ̂wn ρ̂wn ,δ nρ,δ .
In the above, ρ̂wn ,δ is the conditionally typical projector for ρ̂wn , nρ,δ is the average typical
projector for ρ ⊗n , and  is the eigenvalue cutoff projector as before. We define each κwn (l,m)
as a typical projected version of the state ρ̂wn (l,m) ⊗ σwn (l,m) :
κwn ≡  nτ,δ (ρ̂wn ,δ ⊗ σwn ,δ ) ρ̂wn ⊗ σwn (ρ̂wn ,δ ⊗ σwn ,δ ) nτ,δ  .
In the above, ρ̂wn ,δ ⊗ σwn ,δ is the conditionally typical projector for ρ̂wn ⊗ σwn , nτ,δ is an
average typical projector for τ , and  is another eigenvalue cutoff projector. The states ρ n
and τ n are the expectations of the states ρ̂wn and κwn , respectively, with respect to the pruned
the operator Chernoff
version of the distribution pW n (w n ). Recall that
bound guarantees with
1 
1
ρ̂
and
high probability that the sample averages |L|
l w n (l,m)
l,m κw n (l,m) are within 
|L||M|
(in the operator interval sense) of their true expectations ρ n and τ n , respectively. Thus there
exist particular values of the w n (l, m) such that the above conditions are all true. We can use
the condition in (51) to guarantee that the following defines a legitimate POVM (just as in
Winter’s approach in section 2.3):
ϒl(m) ≡

S 1 −1/2
ω
ρ̂wn (l,m) ω−1/2 ,
1 +  |L|

where S is the mass of the typical set corresponding to the distribution pW n (w n ) and ω = ρ ⊗n .
Also, observe that the following states are close in trace distance for sufficiently large n, due
to quantum typicality and the Gentle Operator lemma:


ρ̂ n − ρ̂wn   f1 (),
(53)
w
1
κwn − ρ̂wn ⊗ σwn

1

 f2 ().

(54)

Here and in what follows, fi () is some polynomial in  so that lim→0 fi () = 0.
We use the conditions in (51) and (52) to guarantee that the simulation is faithful. The
protocol proceeds as follows: Alice and Bob use the common randomness M to select a POVM
ϒ (m) . Alice performs a measurement and gets the outcome l (corresponding to the operator
ϒl(m) ). She sends the index l to Bob, who then prepares the classical state σwn (l,m) based on
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the common randomness m and the measurement outcome l. Consider the following chain of
equalities:








TrAn (id ⊗ xn ) φρ⊗n ⊗ |xn xn |=
TrAn (id ⊗ Mwn ) φρ⊗n ⊗ pX n |W n (xn |w n )|xn xn |
w n ,xn

xn

=

√
√
ωMwn ω ⊗ pX n |W n (xn |w n )|xn xn |

w n ,xn
⊗n

=τ

,

 1
 S



1
TrAn id ⊗ ϒl(m) φρ⊗n ⊗ σwn (l,m) =
ρ̂wn (l,m) ⊗ σwn (l,m) .
|M|
|M||L|
1
+

m,l
m,l
By exploiting (52), that τ ⊗n − τ n 1  f3 (), and that ρ ⊗n − ρ n





 ⊗n

1
τ −

n
κ
w (l,m)   f 5 ().

|M||L| l,m



1

 f4 (), we have that

1

Also, we have that




 S

 1

1

ρ̂wn (l,m) ⊗ σwn (l,m) −
ρ̂wn (l,m) ⊗ σwn (l,m) 
 |M||L|
  f6 ().
1+
|M||L| m,l


m,l
1

From (53) and (54) and convexity of trace distance, we have that






 1

1

κwn (l,m) −
ρ̂wn (l,m) ⊗ σwn (l,m) 
 |M||L|
  f7 ().
|M||L| m,l


m,l
1

Putting all of these together with the triangle inequality gives an upper bound on the trace
distance between the ideal output of the measurement and the state resulting from the
simulation:









 ⊗n 
1
(m)  ⊗n 
n
n

n
n
n
n
TrA id ⊗ ϒl
⊗ |x x | −
φρ
⊗ σw (l,m) 
TrA (id ⊗ x ) φρ


|M|

 xn
m,l
 f8 ().

1

The case for a general quantum instrument follows by similar reasoning as that in the proof of
theorem 8.
3.3. Converse for non-feedback measurement compression
We now prove the converse part of theorem 9. Our proof is similar to Cuff’s converse proof
for the non-feedback version of the classical reverse Shannon theorem [17]. Figure 2 can serve
as a depiction of the most general protocol for a non-feedback simulation, if we ignore the
decoding on Alice’s side to produce X n . The non-feedback protocol begins with Alice and
the reference sharing many copies of the state φρRA and Alice sharing common randomness M
with Bob. She then chooses a quantum instrument ϒ (m) based on the common randomness M
and performs it on her systems An . The measurement returns outcome L, and the overall state
is as follows:
 1  (m) An 
⊗n 
ϒl
φρRA
⊗ |ll|L ⊗ |mm|M ,
|M|
l,m
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where ϒl(m) is a completely positive, trace non-increasing map. Alice sends the register L to
Bob. Based on L and M, he performs some stochastic map pX̂ n |L,M (x̂n |l, m) to give his estimate
x̂n of the measurement outcome. The resulting state is as follows:
 1
An  RA ⊗n 

n n
n
n
pX̂ n |L,M (x̂n |l, m) ϒl(m)
ωR A LMX̂ ≡
φρ
⊗ |ll|L ⊗ |mm|M ⊗ |x̂n x̂n |X̂ .
|M|
n
l,m,x̂

The following condition should hold for all  > 0 and sufficiently large n for a faithful
non-feedback simulation:


 n n 


 RA ⊗n 
n
 R X̂
⊗ |xn xn |X   .
−
TrAn (I ⊗ Nxn ) φρ
ω


n
x

1

We prove the first bound as follows:
nR  H(L)ω
 I(L; MRn )ω
= I(LM; Rn )ω + I(L; M)ω − I(M; Rn )ω
 I(LM; Rn )ω
= H(Rn )ω − H(Rn |LM)ω


[H(Rk )ω − H(Rk |LM)ω ]
k

=



I(LM; Rk )ω

k

= nI(LM; R|K)σ
 nI(LM; R|K)σ + nI(R; K)σ − n
= nI(LMK; R)σ − n .
The first two inequalities follow for reasons similar to the first few steps of our previous
converse. The first equality is an identity for quantum mutual information. The third inequality
follows because there are no correlations between Rn and M so that I(M; Rn )ω = 0. The second
equality is an identity for quantum mutual information. The fourth inequality follows from
subadditivity of quantum entropy:

H(Rk |LM)ω ,
H(Rn |LM)ω 
k

and because the state on Rn is a tensor-power state so that

H(Rn )ω =
H(Rk )ω .
k

The third equality is another identity. The fourth equality comes about by defining the state σ
as follows:
 1
 (m) An  RA ⊗n 
pX̂k |L,M (x̂|l, m)TrRk−1 Rn Ak−1 An
σ RALMX̂K ≡
ϒl
φρ
⊗
k+1
k+1
1
1
n|M|
l,m,k,x̂

|ll|L ⊗ |mm|M ⊗ |x̂x̂|X̂ ⊗ |kk|K ,

(55)

and exploiting the fact that K is a uniform classical random variable, with distribution 1/n,
determining which systems Rk Ak X̂k to select. (The notation TrR j with i  j indicates to trace
i
over systems Ri . . . R j .) From the fact that the measurement simulation is faithful, we can
apply the Alicki–Fannes’ inequality to conclude that
I(RX̂; K)σ = |I(RX̂; K)σ − I(RX; K)τ |   ,
34
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where τ is a state like σ but resulting from the tensor-power state for ideal measurement
compression (and due to its IID structure, it has no correlations with any particular system k
so that I(RX; K)τ = 0). The above also implies that
I(R; K)σ   ,
by quantum data processing. The final equality is an application of the chain rule for quantum
mutual information. The state σ for the final information term has the form in (50) with
LMK = W , the distribution pX|W (x|w) as
pX̂k |L,M (x̂|l, m),
and the completely positive, trace non-increasing maps Mw defined by
 (m) An  A ⊗k−1
 ⊗n−k 
1
A →
TrAk−1 An
ϒl
φρ
.
⊗ A ⊗ φρA
k+1
1
n|M|
Also, observe that R − (LMK) − X̂ forms a quantum Markov chain.
We now prove the second bound:
n(R + S)  H(LM)ω
 I(LM; X̂ n Rn )ω
= H(X̂ n Rn )ω − H(X̂ n Rn |LM)ω


[H(X̂k Rk )ω − H(X̂k Rk |LM)ω ] − n
k

=



I(LM; X̂k Rk )ω − n

k

= nI(LM; X̂R|K)σ − n
 nI(LM; X̂R|K)σ + nI(K; X̂R)σ − n2
= nI(LMK; X̂R)σ − n2 .
The first two inequalities follow from similar reasons as our previous inequalities. The first
equality is an identity. The third inequality follows from subadditivity of entropy:

H(X̂ n Rn |LM)ω 
H(X̂k Rk |LM)ω ,
k

and from the fact that the measurement simulation is faithful so that

H(X̂ n Rn )ω −
H(X̂k Rk )ω  n ,
k

where we have applied lemma 10 below. The second equality is an identity. The third equality
follows by considering the state σ as defined in (55). The fourth inequality follows from (56).
The final equality is the chain rule for quantum mutual information. Similarly as stated above,
the state σ has the form in (50).
Lemma 10. Suppose that a state ρ A is -close in trace distance to an IID state (σ A )⊗n :
n

ρ A − (σ A )⊗n
n

Then the entropy H(A )ρ of ρ
n

H(An )ρ −

1

An



 .

and the entropy

(57)


k

H(Ak )ρ are close in the following sense:

H(Ak )ρ  2n log |A| + (n + 1)H2 ().

k
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Proof. Apply the Fannes–Audenart inequality to (57) to obtain
(58)
|H(An )ρ − H(An )σ ⊗n |  n log |A| + H2 ().
The following inequality also follows by applying monotonicity of trace distance to (57):
ρ Ak − σ A 1  ,
which then gives that
|H(Ak )ρ − H(A)σ |   log |A| + H2 (),
by again applying the Fannes–Audenart inequality. Summing these over all k then gives that
n

|H(A)σ − H(Ak )ρ |  n log |A| + nH2 ().
(59)
k=1

Applying the triangle inequality to (58) and (59) gives the desired result:
n

|H(A)σ − H(Ak )ρ |
2n log |A| + (n + 1)H2 ()  |H(An )ρ − H(An )σ ⊗n | +
k=1

 H(An )ρ − H(An )σ ⊗n +

n


[H(A)σ − H(Ak )ρ ]

k=1

= H(A )ρ − H(A )
n

n

σ ⊗n

+ H(A )
n

σ ⊗n

−

n


H(Ak )ρ

k=1

= H(An )ρ −

n


H(Ak )ρ .

k=1



4. Classical data compression with quantum side information
We now turn to the third protocol of this review: classical data compression with quantum
side information. We discuss this protocol in detail because it is a step along the way to
constructing our protocol for measurement compression with quantum side information (and
we have a particular way that we construct this latter protocol). Devetak and Winter first
proved achievability and optimality of a protocol for this task [27]. They proved this result
by appealing to Winter’s proof of the classical capacity theorem [63] and a standard recursive
code construction argument of Csiszàr and Körner [16]. Renes et al later gave a proof of this
protocol by exploiting two-universal hash functions and a square-root measurement [51, 54]
(the first paper proved the IID version and the latter the ‘one-shot’ case). Renes et al further
explored a connection between this protocol and privacy amplification by considering entropic
uncertainty relations [50, 53].
Our development here contains a review of this information processing task and the
statement of the theorem, in addition to providing novel proofs of both the achievability part
and the converse that are direct quantum generalizations of the well-known approaches in
[15, 30] for the Slepian–Wolf problem [58]. The encoder in our achievability proof bears some
similarities with those in [15, 30, 54]—the protocol has the sender first hash the received
sequence and send the hash along to the receiver. The receiver then employs a sequential
quantum decoder—he searches sequentially among all the possible quantum states that are
consistent with the hash in order to determine the sequence emitted by the source. The main
tool employed in the error analysis is Sen’s non-commutative union bound [56]. A potential
advantage of a sequential decoding approach is that it might lead to physical implementations
of these protocols for small block sizes, along the lines discussed in [61].
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Figure 4. Ideal protocol for classical data compression with quantum side information. In this
protocol, we assume that a quantum information source distributes many copies of a classicalquantum state to Alice and Bob, such that Alice receives the classical part and Bob receives the
quantum part. The goal is for Alice to communicate the classical sequence received from the source
to Bob. In an ideal case, she would simply transmit this sequence to Bob. Though, it is possible to
obtain a significant savings in communication by allowing for an asymptotically vanishing error
and for Bob to infer something about the classical sequence from his correlated quantum states.

4.1. Information processing task for CDC with QSI
We now discuss the general information processing task. Consider an ensemble {pX (x), ρx }.
Suppose that a source issues a random sequence X n to Alice, distributed according to the
IID distribution pX n (xn ), while also issuing the correlated quantum state ρX n to Bob. Their
joint state is described by the ensemble {pX n (xn ), ρxn }, or equivalently, by a classical-quantum
state of the following form:

n
n
pX n (xn )|xn xn |X ⊗ ρxBn .
xn

The goal is for Alice to communicate the particular sequence xn that the source issues, by
using as few bits as possible. Figure 4 depicts the ideal result of a protocol for CDC–QSI.
One potential strategy is to exploit Shannon compression—just compress the sequence to
nH(X ) bits, keeping only the typical set according to the distribution pX n (xn ). But they can
actually do much better in general if Bob exploits his quantum side information in the form of
the correlated state ρxn .
The most general protocol has Alice hash her sequence xn to some variable L ∈ L (this
is just some many-to-one mapping f : X n → L). She transmits the variable L to Bob over
a noiseless classical channel using log2 |L| bits. Bob then exploits the hashed variable L and
his quantum side information ρxn to distinguish between all of the possible states that are
consistent with the hash L (i.e. his action will be some quantum measurement depending on
the hash L). The output of his measurement is some approximation sequence X̂ n . The protocol
n n n
has one parameter that characterizes its quality. We demand that the state σn X X̂ B after Alice
n
n
n
and Bob’s actions should be close in trace distance to an ideal state ρ X X B , where X is a
copy of X n (this would be the ideal output if Alice were to just send a copy of the variable X n
to Bob):
ρX

n

n

X Bn

− σX

n

X̂ n Bn

1

 .

(60)
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Figure 5. Classical data compression with QSI protocol. The protocol begins with the source
distributing a random classical sequence to Alice and a correlated quantum state to Bob. Alice
begins by hashing the sequence to a variable L with some hash function f . She then transmits the
variable L to Bob, using log2 |L| noiseless classical bit channels. Bob receives the hash, and he
then enumerates all of the sequences xn that are consistent with the hash (so that f (xn ) = l). He
performs a ‘quantum scan’ over all of the quantum states ρx n that are consistent with the received
hash. This quantum scan amounts to a sequence of binary quantum measurements, effectively
asking, ‘Does my quantum state correspond to the first sequence consistent with the hash? To
the second? etc.’ After receiving the answer ‘yes’ to one of these questions, he declares the ‘yes’
sequence to be the one sent from Alice. This strategy has asymptotically vanishing error as long
as the size of the hash is at least nH (X|B) bits.

The above specifies an (n, R, ) code for this task, where R ≡ log2 |L|/n. Figure 5 depicts an
actual implementation of CDC–QSI along the lines discussed in the paragraph.
A rate R is achievable if there exists an (n, R, ) code for all  > 0 and sufficiently
large n.
4.2. Classical data compression with QSI theorem
Theorem 11 (Classical data compression with quantum side information). Suppose that

pX (x)|xx|X ⊗ ρxB
x

is a classical-quantum state that characterizes a classical-quantum source. Then the
conditional von Neumann entropy H(X|B) is the smallest possible achievable rate for classical
data compression with quantum side information for this source:
inf{R | R is achievable } = H(X|B).
4.3. Achievability proof for CDC with QSI
The resource inequality for this communication task is as follows:
ρ XB  + H(X|B)[c → c]  ρ XXB B ,
the meaning being that if Alice and Bob share many copies of the state ρ XB and she
communicates at a rate H(X|B) to Bob, then they can construct the state ρ XXB B , so that
Bob has a copy of the variable X.
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The strategy for achievability is for Alice to hash her sequence X n to some variable L. Bob
then receives the variable L after Alice communicates it to him. He then ‘scans’ over all of the
quantum states ρxn that are consistent with the hash and such that the sequence xn is typical (the
strategy essentially disregards the atypical sequences xn since their total probability mass is
asymptotically negligible). He can accomplish this ‘scan’ by performing a sequential decoding
strategy [32, 56], which consists of binary tests of the form, ‘Is this state consistent with the
hash? Or this one? etc.’ He performs these tests until he receives a ‘yes’ answer in one of his
measurements.
The intuition for why H(X|B) should be the ultimate rate of communication is that there
are ≈ 2nH(X ) sequences of the source to account for (the typical ones). From the HSW theorem
[35, 55], we know that the maximal number of sequences that Bob can distinguish is ≈ 2nI(X;B) .
Thus, if Alice divides the source sequences into ≈ 2nH(X ) /2nI(X;B) = 2nH(X|B) groups and sends
the label of the group, then Bob should be able to determine which sequence xn is the one that
the source issued.
Detailed strategy. More formally, the encoding strategy is as follows. Alice and Bob are
allowed to have an agreed-upon hash function f : X n → L, selected at random from a twouniversal family. A hash function f has a collision if two differing sequences x1n , x2n ∈ X n hash
to the same value:
 
 
x1n = x2n ⇒ f x1n = f x2n .
A two-universal family has the property that the probability of a collision is the same as that
for a uniformly random function (where the probability is with respect to the random choice
of the hash function):
  
 
1
= 2−nR .
x1n = x2n ⇒ Pr f x1n = f x2n 
(61)
f
|L|
Such a strategy is equivalent to the ‘random binning’ strategy often discussed in information
theory texts [15, 30].
Upon receiving the hash value l, Bob performs a sequence of binary measurements
{xn , I − xn } for all the sequences xn that are consistent with the hash value (so that f (xn ) = l)
n
and such that they are strongly typical (xn ∈ TδX —see appendix A for details). We define the
set A( f , l) to capture these sequences:

n
A( f , l) ≡ xn : f (xn ) = l, xn ∈ TδX .
(62)
The projector xn is a strong conditionally typical projector (see appendix A), with the property
that
Tr{xn ρxn }  1 − ,
for all  > 0 and sufficiently large n. From the above property, we would expect these
measurements to perform well in identifying the actual state transmitted.
Error analysis. We define the error probability as follows:

Pr{‘error @ decoder’} =
pX n (xn ) Pr{‘error @ decoder’| xn }.
xn

It is then clear that we can focus on the typical sequences xn because the above error probability
is equal to


pX n (xn ) Pr{‘error @ decoder’| xn } +
pX n (xn ) Pr{‘error @ decoder’ | xn }
xn ∈TδX

n





xn ∈T
/ δX

n

pX n (xn ) Pr{‘error @ decoder’ | xn } + .

(63)

n
xn ∈TδX
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(l)
Now we consider the error term Pr{‘error @ decoder’ | xn }. Let a1(l) , . . . , a|A|
enumerate
all of the sequences in the set A( f , l) defined in (62) (those sequences consistent with the hash
l). Let am(l) be the actual sequence xn that the source issues. Then the probability for a correct
decoding for Bob is as follows:


ˆ (l) ρ (l) 
ˆ (l)  (l) ,
ˆ (l) · · · 
ˆ (l) · · · 
Tr am(l) 
a
a
am
a
a
am
m−1

1

1

m−1

ˆ xn ≡ I − xn , so that the binary tests give a response of ‘no’ until the test for am(l) gives
where 
a response of ‘yes.’ The probability for incorrectly decoding with this strategy is


ˆ (l) ρ (l) 
ˆ (l)  (l) ,
ˆ (l) · · · 
ˆ (l) · · · 
1 − Tr am(l) 
a
a
am
a
a
am
m−1

1

1

m−1

so that we can write the error probability in (63) as
 
 !

"
ˆ (l) ρ (l) 
ˆ (l)  (l) .
ˆ (l) · · · 
ˆ (l) · · · 
pX n am(l) 1 − Tr am(l) 
a
a
am
a
a
am
m−1

l∈L am(l) ∈A( f ,l)

1

1

(64)

m−1

We can rewrite this error probability as
 
  

pX n am(l) Tr (I − am(l) )ρam(l) ,
l∈L am(l) ∈A( f ,l)

where we define the POVM element am(l) as
ˆ (l) · · · 
ˆ (l)  (l) 
ˆ (l) .
ˆ (l) · · · 
am(l) ≡ 
a
a
am
a
a
1

m−1

m−1

(65)

1

Using the facts that (see appendix A)








1 = Tr ρam(l) = Tr  ρam(l) + Tr (I − )ρam(l)  Tr ρam(l) + ,

where  is the typical projector for the average state x pX (x)ρx , and


ˆ (l) ρ (l) 
ˆ (l)  (l)
ˆ (l) · · · 
ˆ (l) · · · 
Tr am(l) 
am−1
a1 am
a1
am−1 am


ˆ (l) · · · 
ˆ (l)  (l) 
ˆ (l) ρ (l)
ˆ (l) · · · 
= Tr 
a1
am−1 am
am−1
a1 am


ˆ (l) · · · 
ˆ (l)  (l) 
ˆ (l) ρ (l)  − ρ (l) − ρ (l) 
ˆ (l) · · · 
 Tr 
a1
am−1 am
am−1
a1
am
am
am


√
ˆ (l) · · · 
ˆ (l)  (l) 
ˆ (l) ρ (l)  − 2 ,
ˆ (l) · · · 
 Tr 
a
a
am
a
a
am
1

m−1

m−1

1

1

we can bound the expression in (64) from above by
 
 ! 
"


ˆ (l) ρ (l) 
ˆ (l) · · · 
ˆ (l)  (l) ,
ˆ (l) · · · 
pX n am(l) Tr ρam(l)  − Tr am(l) 
a
a
am
a
a
am
l∈L am(l) ∈A( f ,l)

m−1

1

1

m−1

(66)
√
(with the other terms  + 2  omitted for simplicity). We now apply Sen’s non-commutative
union bound [56] (lemma 18 in appendix B) along with concavity of square-root to obtain the
following upper bound:
#


$
m−1
$ 
 (l) 


 


$
Tr I − am(l) ρam(l)  +
pX n am
Tr a(l) ρam(l)  .
2%
i
l∈L am(l) ∈A( f ,l)

i=1

For the first term in the square-root, we have that






Tr I − am(l) ρam(l)   Tr I − am(l) ρam(l) + ρam(l) − ρam(l) 
√
  + 2 .
40
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(67)
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For the second term in the square-root, we have




m−1
 


pX n am(l)
Tr a(l) ρam(l) 
i

l∈L am(l) ∈A( f ,l)



i=1





l∈L am(l) ∈A( f ,l)

=



xn ∈TδX







 
pX n am(l)


pX n (xn )
n



Tr a(l) ρam(l) 

ai(l) ∈A( f ,l) : i=m

i



I( f (x n ) = f (xn )) Tr x n ρxn 

n

x n ∈TδX : x n =xn

pX n (xn )





I( f (x n ) = f (xn )) Tr x n ρxn  .

n

xn

x n ∈TδX : x n =xn

The first inequality follows by summing over
  allthe indices not equal to m. The equality follows
by introducing the indicator function I f x n = f (xn ) , and the last inequality follows by
summing over all sequences xn .
We now analyze the expectation of the error probability, with respect to the random hash
function f . (We can imagine that this expectation was there from the beginning of the analysis,
and apply concavity of square-root to bring it over this second term.) This leads to
⎫
⎧
⎬
⎨

pX n (xn )
I( f (x n ) = f (xn )) Tr{x n  ρxn }
Ef
⎭
⎩ xn
n
x n ∈TδX : x n =xn


=
pX n (xn )
E f {I( f (x n ) = f (xn ))} Tr{x n  ρxn }
n

xn

=



x n ∈TδX : x n =xn

pX n (xn )

xn

 2−nR





n
x n ∈TδX

pX n (xn )

Pr{ f (x n ) = f (xn )} Tr{x n  ρxn }

: x n =xn



f

Tr{x n  ρxn },

n
x n ∈TδX

xn

where the inequality follows from the two-universal property in (61), the fact that R =
log2 |L|/n, and by summing over all sequences x n in the typical set. Continuing, we have




−nR
n
=2
Tr x n 
pX n (x )ρxn 
x n ∈TδX

= 2−nR

n



x n ∈TδX

xn

Tr{x n  ρ ⊗n }
n



 2−nR 2−n[H(B)−δ]

x n ∈TδX

Tr{x n }
n



 2−nR 2−n[H(B)−δ]

Tr{x n }

n
x n ∈TδX

 2−nR 2−n[H(B)−δ] 2n[H(B|X )+δ] 2n[H(X )+δ]
= 2−n[R−H(X|B)−3δ] .
The first inequality follows from the operator inequality  ρ ⊗n   2−n[H(B)−δ] , and the
second from   I. The final inequality follows from the bounds Tr{x n }  2n[H(B|X )+δ] and
n
|TδX |  2n[H(X )+δ] . Collecting everything, the overall error probability is bounded by

√
√
(68)
 ≡  + 2  + 2  + 2  + 2−n[R−H(X|B)−3δ] .
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Since the expectation of the above error probability is small (where the expectation is
with respect to the random choice of hash function), there exists some particular hash function
from the family such that the above inequality is true. Thus, as long as R = H(X|B) + 4δ, we
can guarantee that the error probability of the scheme is arbitrarily small.
We now argue that it is possible to make the state after the decoding be arbitrarily close
to the initial state, so that the condition in (60) holds. After recovering the sequence xn = am(l)
issued by the source, Bob can place it in a classical register, and the post-measurement state
from sequential decoding has the following form:
1
ˆ (l) ρ (l) 
ˆ (l)  (l) ,
ˆ (l) · · · 
ˆ (l) · · · 
 am(l) 

am−1
a1
am
a1
am−1
am
Tr am(l) ρam(l)
ˆ (l)
ˆ (l) · · · 
with am(l) defined in (65) and assuming a correct decoding. The operators am(l) 
am−1
a1

and am(l) are related by a left polar decomposition:

ˆ (l) = U (l)  (l) ,
ˆ (l) · · · 
am(l) 
a
a
am
am
m−1

1

for some unitary Uam(l) . So after Bob recovers the sequence am(l) , he applies the unitary U †(l) , and
am
the state becomes as follows:


1
 am(l) ρam(l) am(l) .

Tr am(l) ρam(l)
We can now show that the condition in (60) holds for this decoding procedure (including the
n
unitaries U †(l) ). Consider that for all typical sequences xn ∈ TδX , the trace distance between
am
the initial state and the post-measurement state has the following bound:



ρxn − Tr{xn ρxn }−1 xn ρxn xn 1  2 Tr{(I − xn )ρxn },
which follows from the Gentle Measurement lemma (lemma 9.4.1 of [60]). Combining this
n
bound with the fact that there is no measurement when xn ∈
/ TδX and defining xn = I
in this case, averaging over pX n (xn ), and then applying our bound in (68) and concavity of
square-root, we obtain the following upper bound:



√
pX n (xn ) ρxn − Tr{xn ρxn }−1 xn ρxn xn 1  2  .
xn

It then follows that the condition in (60) is satisfied for this protocol.
4.4. Converse theorem for CDC with QSI
This section provides a simple proof of the converse theorem for CDC–QSI. The converse
demonstrates that the single-letter rate in theorem 11 is optimal. An inspection of the proof
reveals a close similarity with the Slepian–Wolf converse in [30].
In the most general protocol for this task, Alice receives the sequence X n from the source.
She then hashes it to a random variable L where f (X n ) = L and sends it over to Bob via some
noiseless classical bit channels. Bob receives L, processes it and Bn to obtain an estimate X̂ n
n n n
of X n . If the protocol is any good for this task, then
the actual state ωX X̂ B at the end should
n
n n n
be -close in trace distance to the ideal state σ X X B , where X is a copy of the variable X n :
ωX
42

n

X̂ n Bn

− σX

n

n

X Bn

1

 .

(69)
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A proof of the converse goes as follows:
nR  H(L)
 H(L|Bn )
= I(X n ; L|Bn ) + H(L|Bn X n )
 I(X n ; L|Bn )
= H(X n |Bn ) − H(X n |LBn )
 H(X n |Bn )ω − H(X n |X̂ n )ω
 H(X n |Bn )σ − n
= nH(X|B) − n .
The first two inequalities follow for reasons similar to those in the previous converse in
section 2.4. The first equality is an entropy identity, and the third inequality follows because
H(L|Bn X n )  0 for a classical variable L. The second equality is another entropy identity. The
fourth inequality follows from quantum data processing of L and Bn to obtain the estimate X̂ n .
The final inequality follows from the condition in (69), continuity of entropy (Alicki–Fannes’
n
n
inequality [3]), and the fact that H(X n |X )σ = 0 since X is copy of X n , with  being some
function g() such that lim→0 g() = 0. The final equality follows because the entropy is
additive on a tensor-power state.
5. Measurement compression with quantum side information
We now discuss another new protocol: measurement compression with quantum side
information (MC–QSI). The information processing task for this protocol is similar to that in
measurement compression (section 2), with the exception that they are to perform the protocol
on the A system of some bipartite state, and Bob is allowed to use his system B in order
to reduce the communication resources needed for the simulation. The protocol discussed in
this section is a ‘feedback’ simulation, in which the sender also obtains the outcome of the
measurement simulation. After reviewing the information processing task, we state the MC–
QSI with feedback theorem and prove achievability of the protocol and its converse. Finally,
we discuss several applications of it.
5.1. Information processing task for MC–QSI
The information processing task in this case is a straightforward extension of that for
measurement compression with feedback. As such, we leave the discussion of it to the captions
of figures 6 and 7. One point to observe from the figures is that in the ideal implementation
of the measurement, the side information in system B is left untouched. As a result, the
measurement compression protocol will be permitted to use system B, but only in ways that
do not significantly disturb it.
5.2. Measurement compression with quantum side information theorem
Theorem 12 (Measurement compression with QSI). Let ρ AB be a source state shared between
a sender A and a receiver B, and let  be a POVM to simulate on the A system of this state.
A protocol for faithful feedback simulation of the POVM with classical communication rate R
and common randomness rate S exists if and only if the following inequalities hold:
R  I(X; R|B),
R + S  H(X|B),
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Figure 6. Ideal measurement compression with quantum side information. The ideal protocol to
which we should compare performance of any actual protocol. The sender and receiver share many
copies of some bipartite state ρ AB . Alice performs the measurement  ≡ {x } locally on each
of her shares and sends the outcomes to Bob. A simulation of this measurement would have the
sender and receiver operate according to some procedure that is statistically indistinguishable from
this ideal case.

where the entropies are with respect to a state of the following form:




|xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ Ax φ RAB ,
x

and φ RAB is some purification of the state ρ AB .
The achievable rate region closely resembles figure 3, except that all of the information
quantities should be conditioned on the system B since, in the new task, B is available as
quantum side information.
It is instructive to see how the second example of section 2.2.1 changes if quantum side
information is available. Suppose that Bob now possesses the purification of the maximally
mixed state, so that Alice and Bob share a Bell state before communication begins. This means
that there is no purification system R because the state on A and B is already pure. In this case,
the state on X and B after the measurement in (15) is as follows:
1
(|00|X
4

⊗ |00|B + |11|X ⊗ |11|B + |22|X ⊗ |++|B + |33|X ⊗ |−−|B ).

The conditional mutual information I(X; R|B) is zero because the reference system is trivial.
The conditional entropy H(X|RB) = H(X|B) is equal to one bit. A simple interpretation of
this result is that the measurement in (15) just requires one bit of common randomness in order
to pick the X or Z Pauli measurement at random. Bob then performs the selected measurement
locally, and the effect is the same as if Alice were to perform it on her share of the state because
the state is maximally entangled.
5.3. Achievability proof for MC–QSI
The resource inequality corresponding to MC–QSI is as follows:
ρ AB  + I(X; R|B)[ c → c ] + H(X|RB)[cc]  A (ρ AB ).
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Figure 7. Measurement compression with quantum side information protocol. The figure depicts
the most general protocol for this task when both the sender and receiver are to obtain the outcome
of the measurement simulation. Assuming that Alice and Bob share many copies of some bipartite
state ρ AB and have common randomness M available, Alice simulates the measurement ⊗n by
performing some POVM conditional on the value of the common randomness. Rather than send
the full output L of the measurement to Bob, Alice hashes it to f (L) using some hash function f ,
and she sends the hash f (L) to Bob. Bob performs a measurement on his systems Bn , conditional
on the hash f (L) and his share of the common randomness M. From this measurement, he can
recover the full value of L and then reconstruct the sequence xn using L and M. The protocol is also
a ‘feedback’ simulation, such that Alice recovers the outcome of the simulation by processing the
classical registers L and M. The protocol performs well if the output of this simulated measurement
is statistically indistinguishable from the output of the true measurement ⊗n (from the perspective
of someone holding the reference systems and the measurement outcomes).

The meaning of this resource inequality is that the sender and receiver can simulate the action
of the POVM ⊗n on n copies of the state ρ AB , by exploiting nI(X; R|B) bits of classical
communication and nH(X|RB) bits of common randomness, and the simulation becomes
exact as n becomes large.
One might think that it would be possible to concatenate the protocols of measurement
compression and CDC–QSI according to the rules of the resource calculus [26] in order to have
a protocol for MC–QSI. The scheme that we develop below certainly does exploit features
of both protocols, but a direct concatenation is not possible because Alice and Bob need to
exploit the same codebook for both the measurement compression part and the CDC–QSI part
of the protocol. We note that this is similar to the way that the protocol for channel simulation
with quantum side information operates [44].
The basic strategy for MC–QSI is as follows. Alice simulates the measurement on the An
systems of the IID state (ρ AB )⊗n , with the systems Rn Bn acting as a purification of An , by first
selecting the variable m according to the common randomness shared with Bob, and then by
performing a POVM {ϒl(m) } chosen according to a codebook C ≡ {xn (l, m)}. (The codebook
is of the form discussed in section 2.3.) Alice and Bob both know the codebook C used in
the measurement compression strategy. Bob shares the common randomness variable m with
Alice, and thus he already has this as side information to help in determining the variable l.
Alice hashes the variable l according to some hash function f and sends the hash. Bob receives
the hash k ≡ f (l), and then he ‘scans’ over all of the post-measurement states (corresponding
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to codewords xn (l , m)) that are consistent with the hash k and his common randomness value
m. We define the set A( f , k, m) to denote the set of all such codewords:
A( f , k, m) ≡ {xn (l, m) : f (l) = k, xn (l, m) ∈ C}.

(70)

Observe that this set cannot be any larger than L (the set of all possible l):
|A( f , k, m)|  |L| = 2n[I(X;RB)+3δ] .
The intuition behind the protocol is that measurement compression proceeds as before
using nI(X; BR) bits for the outcome of the measurement and nH(X|RB) for the common
randomness, because the systems RB act as a purification for A. But in this case, Bob has
the quantum systems Bn available and should be able to determine nI(X; B) bits about
X n by performing a collective measurement on his systems (following from the HSW
theorem [35, 55]). So, Alice should only need to send the difference of these amounts,
n(I(X; BR) − I(X; B)) = nI(X; R|B), to Bob.
Detailed Strategy. The encoding strategy for this scenario is as follows. Alice and Bob are
allowed to have an agreed-upon hash function f : L → K, selected at random from a twouniversal family (as described in section 4.3). Alice’s message to Bob will be an element of
K. The collision probability for some l = l in this case is as follows:
1
= 2−nR .
Pr{ f (l) = f (l )} 
f
|K|
Upon receiving the hash value k and having a particular value m for the common
randomness, Bob performs a sequence of binary measurements {xn (l,m) , I − xn (l,m) } for
all the codewords xn (l, m) ∈ C that are consistent with the hash value (so that f (l) = k).
n
Note that xn (l,m) is a conditionally typical projector for the tensor-product state ρxBn (l,m) , the
⊗n
conditional state on Bob’s system after performing the ideal measurement  and receiving
the outcome xn (l, m). Recall from (70) that A( f , k, m) is the set of all such codewords. In the
following, we will show that, by choosing
|L| = 2n[I(X;RB)+3δ] ,

(71)

|M| = 2n[H(X|RB)+δ] ,

(72)

|K| = 2n[I(X;R|B)+11δ] ,

(73)

the error probability will approach zero as n goes to infinity.
Error Analysis. The error probability for this decoder is then as follows:
1 
q(xn (l, m)) Pr{‘error @ decoder’ | l, m},
Pr{‘error @ decoder’} =
|M| l,m
where
q(xn (l, m)) = Tr

(74)


 (m) An
n
ϒl
⊗ I B (ρ AB )⊗n

is the probability of receiving outcome l when performing the simulated measurement in (33).
The post-measurement states on Bn for the POVM {ϒl(m) } are as follows:

An

1
n
TrAn ϒl(m) (ρ AB )⊗n .
ρxBn (l,m) ≡
q(xn (l, m))
n

n

Note that the probability masses q(xn (l, m)) and q(xn (l , m )) and the states ρxBn (l,m) and ρxBn (l ,m )
are equivalent, respectively, if two different codewords have the same value (i.e. if l = l or
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n

n

m = m but xn (l, m) = xn (l , m ), then q(xn (l, m)) = q(xn (l , m )) and ρxBn (l,m) = ρxBn (l ,m ) —
this is due to the way that we choose the measurement operators ϒl(m) in (33) for the
measurement simulation).
(km)
enumerate
Now we consider the error term Pr{‘error@decoder | l, m}. Let a1(km) , . . . , a|A|
n
all of the codewords x (l, m) in the set A( f , k, m) defined in (70) (those codewords xn (l, m)
consistent with the hash k). Let a(km)
denote the actual codeword xn (l, m) produced by the
j
simulated measurement. The probability for a correct decoding for Bob is as follows:


n
ˆ (km) ρ B(km)
ˆ (km)  (km) ,
ˆ (km) · · · 
ˆ (km) · · · 
Tr  (km) 

aj

a j−1

a1

a1

aj

a j−1

aj

so that the binary tests give a response of ‘no’ until the test for
Then the probability for incorrectly decoding is

n
ˆ (km) ρ B(km)
ˆ
ˆ (km) · · · 
ˆ (km) · · · 
1 − Tr  (km) 

aj

a j−1

a1

aj

a(km)
j

a(km)
j−1

a1

gives a response of ‘yes.’


a(km) ,
j

so that we can write the error probability in (74) as follows (for this decoding strategy):



"
1  (km)  !
n
ˆ (km) ρ B(km)
ˆ (km)  (km) .
ˆ (km) · · · 
ˆ (km) · · · 
q aj
1 − Tr a(km) 

a j−1
a1
a
a
a
a
j
j
1
j−1
j
|M|
m∈M, (km)
k∈K

aj

∈A(k, f ,m)

(75)
Observe that the above error probability is equal to


1 
n
q(xn (l, m)) Tr (I − xn (l,m) ) ρxBn (l,m) ,
|M| l,m

(76)

if we define the POVM element xn (l,m) as
ˆ (km) · · · 
ˆ (km)  (km) 
ˆ (km) ,
ˆ (km) · · · 
xn (l,m) ≡ 
a
a
a
a
a
1

a(km)
j

j

j−1

j−1

1

where we recall that
= x (l, m).
Now, we can further express the error probability in (76) as follows, by employing an
indicator function:
 1 


n
q(xn (l, m)) I(xn = xn (l, m)) Tr (I − xn (l,m) ) ρxBn (l,m)
=
|M| l,m
xn ∈X n
 1 
 n 


(77)
q(xn (l, m)) I(xn = xn (l, m)) Tr I − xn ρxBn (l,m) ,
|M| l,m
xn ∈X n
n

where we define xn as a POVM element corresponding to a worst-case decoding over the
n
states ρxBn (l,m) with the same codeword value xn :


n
xn ≡ arg max Tr (I − xn (l,m) ) ρxBn (l,m) .
xn (l,m) :
xn =xn (l,m)

Let C be a pruning of the original codebook C containing no duplicate entries (it contains only
the codewords with worst-case error probabilities as given above). Then the last line in (77) is
equivalent to the following one:
⎧
⎫
⎬
 ⎨
 1 
n
Tr I − xn
q(xn (l, m)) I(xn = xn (l, m)) ρxBn (l,m) .
(78)
⎩
⎭
|M|
n
x ∈C

l,m

n

This decoding scheme will only work well if the states ρxBn (l,m) are close to the tensor
n
product states ρxBn (l,m) that would result from the ideal measurement. We expect that this
should hold if the measurement compression part of the protocol is successful, and we prove
this in detail in what follows.
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The quantity characterizing a faithful measurement simulation in (11) is equivalent to the
following (one can show this by exploiting the definitions of the measurement maps and the
post-measurement states given above, after tracing out the reference systems):
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where C is the pruned codebook containing no duplicate entries (observe that the indicator
function I(xn = xn (l, m)) captures all of the duplicates). Applying the trace inequality
Tr{σ }  Tr{ρ} + ρ − σ 1 from lemma 17 to the expression in (78), we then obtain
the following upper bound on it:
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We can now focus on bounding the term on the LHS of the last line above. Expanding it again
leads to
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where
A ( f , k, m) ≡ {xn (l, m) : f (l) = k, xn (l, m) ∈ C }.
We can then insert the average state typical projector as we did before in (66), in order to
bound the last line from above as
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The error accumulated in doing so is  + 2  as before. At this point, we can apply Sen’s
non-commutative union bound (lemma 18 in appendix B) and concavity of square root to
obtain the upper bound
#
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√
The first term inside the square root we can bound from above by  + 2  as we did before
in (67), using properties of quantum typicality. We continue bounding the second term as
follows:
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where the two steps follow by including all indices in the sum not equal to j and rewriting the
sum with indicator functions. We now take an expectation with respect to the random hash
(realizing that we could have done this the whole time):
⎫
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(79)

l,m l ∈L : l =l

The first inequality follows from the two-universal hashing property. The second inequality
follows from summing over all of the codewords in C, not just the non-duplicate entries in C .
The third inequality follows because all of the sequences in xn (l, m) are chosen to be strongly
typical (recall the construction in section 2.3) and by upper bounding their probabilities by
2−n[H(X )−δ] . From here, we exploit the fact that the codewords xn (l, m) were chosen randomly
as specified in section 2.3. So we now consider X n (l, m) as random variables and take the
expectation with respect to them (realizing again that we could have done this the whole time
and focusing on the rightmost term above):
⎫
⎧
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The first equality follows because the indices l and l are different, implying that the random
variables X n (l , m) and X n (l, m) are independent so that we can distribute the expectation. The
inequality follows by applying the operator inequality (A.10) from appendix A and properties
of quantum typicality. Continuing, we have
 
EX n {Tr{xn (l ,m) }}
 [1 − ]−1 2−n[H(B)−δ]
l,m l ∈L : l =l

 [1 − ]

−1
−1

−n[H(B)−δ]

2

−n[H(B)−δ]





2n[H(B|X )+δ]

l,m l ∈L : l =l
n[H(B|X )+δ]

 [1 − ] 2
2
|L × M||L|
 [1 − ]−1 2−n[H(B)−δ] 2n[H(B|X )+δ] 2n[H(X )+4δ] 2n[I(X;RB)+3δ] .
The first inequality is from   I and the second is from the bound Tr{xn (l ,m) }  2n[H(B|X )+δ] .
The final inequality follows from the selection for the sizes of L and M in (71)–(72).
Combining this bound with the one in (79), our final upper bound is
[1 − ]−1 2−n[R−I(X;R|B)−10δ] .
Collecting everything together, we arrive at the following upper bound on the decoding error
probability in (74):

√
√
 ≡ (C) +  + 2  + 2  + 2  + [1 − ]−1 2−n[R−I(X;R|B)−10δ] .
Thus, as along as we choose R = I(X; R|B) + 11δ, the expectation of this error with respect
to the hash function and the random choice of code vanishes in the asymptotic limit.
We now complete our achievability proof by demonstrating that there exists a choice of
the {X n (l, m)} codewords such that the measurement simulation error and the decoding error
become
arbitrarily small. Let F be the event that the decoding error probability is less than
√
 . Then we have the following upper bound on the complement of this event by invoking
Markov’s inequality:
EC, f {‘decoding error’} √
  .
Pr{F c } 
√

Thus, by choosing |L|, |M|, and |K| appropriately, we can have all of the events Em , E0 , and
F be true for some choice of the codebook {xn (l, m)} and the hash f (similar to the ‘union
bound’ argument in (31)), so that both the measurement simulation error and the decoding
error probability are arbitrarily small for sufficiently large n.
After determining the sequence xn resulting from the measurement simulation, Bob can
place it in a classical register. By using the fact that the measurement simulation and the
decoding are successful and employing an argument similar to that at the end of section 4.3,
we know that the disturbance of the state is asymptotically negligible, so that the condition in
(80) for a good protocol is satisfied.
A proof similar to that in theorem 8 implies that Alice and Bob can exploit quantum side
information and a protocol similar to the above to simulate a general quantum instrument, in
such a way that Alice possesses the quantum output and Bob obtains the classical output. The
resulting resource inequality is stated in (81) below.
5.4. Converse for measurement compression with QSI
The converse proof for measurement compression with QSI demonstrates the optimality of
the protocol from the previous section. Specifically, it shows that the single-letter rates in
theorem 12 are optimal for the case of a feedback simulation.
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The most general protocol for this task has Alice combine her shares An of the state
with her share of the common randomness M and perform some quantum operation with
quantum outputs A n and classical output L. Alice then processes this variable L to produce
another random variable L , which she sends to Bob over some noiseless classical bit channels.
Bob feeds L , his share of the common randomness, and his systems Bn into some quantum
operation with classical outputs X̂ n and quantum outputs B n . If the protocol is any good for
n n n n n
this task,nthen the actual state ωR A X X̂ B should be -close in trace distance to the ideal state
n
n n n
n
σ R A X X B , where X is a copy of the variable X n :
n

ωR

A n X n X̂ n B n

n

− σR

n

A n X n X Bn

1

 .

(80)

A proof for the first bound in theorem 12 goes as follows:
nR  H(L )
 I(L ; MBn Rn )
= I(L MBn ; Rn ) + I(L ; MBn ) − I(Rn ; MBn )
 I(L MBn ; Rn ) − I(Rn ; Bn )
 I(X̂ n B n ; Rn )ω − I(Rn ; Bn )σ
 I(X n Bn ; Rn )σ − I(Rn ; Bn )σ − n
= I(X n ; Bn |Rn )σ − n
= nI(X; B|R) − n .
The first two inequalities are straightforward (similar to steps in our previous converse proofs).
The first equality is an identity for quantum mutual information. The third inequality follows
because I(L ; MBn )  0 and the common randomness M is uncorrelated with systems Rn
and Bn (so that I(Rn ; MBn ) = I(Rn ; Bn )). The fourth inequality follows from quantum
data processing of the systems L MBn to produce the systems X̂ n B n . The fifth inequality
follows from the condition in (80) and continuity of quantum mutual information (the Alicki–
Fannes’ inequality [3]), where  is some function g() such that lim→0 g() = 0. The
second equality follows from the chain rule for quantum mutual information: I(X n Bn ; Rn )σ =
I(X n ; Rn |Bn )σ + I(Bn ; Rn )σ . The final equality follows because conditional quantum mutual
information is additive on tensor-power states.
The argument justifying the other bound in theorem 12 goes as follows:
n(R + S)  H(L M)
 H(L M|Bn )
= I(X n ; L M|Bn ) + H(L M|Bn X n )
 I(X n ; L M|Bn )
= H(X n |Bn ) − H(X n |L MBn )
 H(X n |Bn )ω − H(X n |X̂ n )ω
 H(X n |Bn )σ − n
= nH(X|B) − n .
The first two inequalities are straightforward. The first equality is an identity for quantum
mutual information. The third inequality follows because the entropy H(L M|Bn X n )  0 for
classical systems L and M. The second equality is an identity for quantum mutual information.
The fourth inequality follows from quantum data processing of the systems L MBn . The
last inequality follows from the condition in (80), continuity of entropy, and the fact that
n
n
H(X n |X )σ = 0 since X is a copy of X n . The final equality follows because the entropy is
additive for tensor-power states.
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Optimality of the bound R + S  H(X|B) for negative S follows by considering a protocol
whereby Alice uses classical communication alone in order to simulate X n and generate
common randomness M with Bob. The converse in this case proceeds as follows:
nR  H(L )
 H(L |Bn )
 I(X n M; L |Bn )
= H(X n M|Bn ) − H(X M|L Bn )
 H(X n M|Bn )ω − H(X M|X̂ n M)ω
 H(X n M|Bn )σ − n
= nH(X|B) + H(M) − n
= nH(X|B) + n|S| − n .
The fourth inequality follows because Bob has to process L and Bn in order to recover the
approximate X̂ n and M. The fifth inequality follows because these systems should be close to
the ideal ones for a good protocol (and applying continuity of entropy). The next equalities
follow because the information quantities factor as above for the ideal state.
5.5. Relation of MC–QSI to other protocols
We remark on the connection between measurement compression with quantum side
information and two other protocols: channel simulation with quantum side information
[44] and state redistribution [29, 68]. MC–QSI lies somewhere in between both of these
protocols—it generalizes channel simulation with QSI but is not ‘fully quantum,’ in contrast
to state redistribution, which is. Channel simulation with QSI
is a protocol whereby a sender
and receiver share many copies of a classical-quantum state y pY (y)|yy|Y ⊗ ρyB distributed
to them by a source, with the sender holding the classical systems and the receiver holding
the quantum systems. The goal is for the sender and receiver to simulate the action of a
noisy classical channel pX|Y (x|y) on the sender’s classical systems by using as few noiseless
bit channels and common randomness bits as possible. Luo and Devetak found that this is
possible by using a classical communication rate of I(X; Y |B) and a common randomness rate
of H(X|Y B) (compare with I(X; R|B) and H(X|RB) for MC–QSI), where the entropies are
with respect to a state of the following form:

pY (y)pX|Y (x|y)|yy|Y ⊗ |xx|X ⊗ ρyB .
y,x

(They actually found the rates to be I(Y ; X ) − I(B; X ) and H(X|Y ), but combining these
rates with the fact that I(X; B|Y ) = 0 for a state of the above form gives the rates we state
above.) This protocol exploits aspects of CDC–QSI and the classical reverse Shannon theorem
in its proof. It has applications to rate distortion theory with quantum side information and
in devising a simpler proof of the distillable common randomness from quantum states [28].
The completely classical version of this protocol has further applications to multi-terminal
problems in classical rate distortion theory [43]. Clearly, our protocol generalizes channel
simulation with QSI because a classical channel, a classical-to-classical map, is a special case
of a quantum measurement, a quantum-to-classical map.
State redistribution is a protocol that generalizes MC–QSI to the setting where one would
like to simulate the action of a noisy quantum channel on some bipartite state ρ AB . That is, state
redistribution leads to a quantum reverse Shannon theorem in the presence of quantum side
information which we call QRST–QSI (the authors of [29, 68] did not emphasize this aspect
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of their protocol). Indeed, supposing that the goal is to simulate the action of a channel N A→B
on the bipartite state, they could proceed by Alice locally performing the isometric extension
A→B E
of the channel N A→B on the A system of the state ρ AB . Including the reference R as a
UN
purification of ρ AB , there are four systems RB EB after she does so, where Alice possesses B
and E and Bob possesses B. Alice and Bob then operate according to the state redistribution
protocol in order for Alice to transfer the B system to Bob (this effects the channel simulation
of N A→B on the state ρ AB ). Transferring the state requires some rate Q of noiseless quantum
communication and some rate E of noiseless entanglement, and according to the main theorem
of [29, 68], this is possible as long as
Q  12 I(B ; R|B),
Q + E  H(B |B).
Comparing the above rate region with theorem 12 of this review reveals a close analogy
between noiseless quantum communication / entanglement in QRST–QSI and noiseless
classical communication / common randomness in MC–QSI, with the factor of 1/2 above
accounting for the fact that the communication in QRST–QSI is quantum. Though, one should
be aware that this connection is only formally similar—in QRST–QSI, sometimes the protocol
can generate entanglement rather than consume it, depending on the channel and the state on
which the channel acts (this can never happen in MC–QSI because the entropy H(X|RB) is
always positive for a classical X system).
5.6. Applications of MC–QSI
We now discuss three applications of MC–QSI. The first application is one that two of us
announced in [38], the second involves developing a quantum reverse Shannon theorem for a
quantum instrument, and the third is in reducing the classical communication cost of the local
purity distillation protocol outlined in [41].
5.6.1. Classically-assisted state redistribution. For the first application, the setting is that
Alice and Bob share many copies of some bipartite state ρ AB , and we would like to know
how the resources of classical communication, quantum communication, and entanglement
can combine with the state ρ AB for different information processing tasks. Let |ψRAB
be a purification of ρ AB . We found a general protocol, called ‘classically-assisted state
redistribution,’ that when combined with teleportation, super-dense coding, and entanglement
distribution can generate all of the known ‘static’ protocols in the literature and is furthermore
optimal for these tasks according to a multi-letter converse theorem [38]. In the first step of
classically-assisted state redistribution, Alice and Bob employ the MC–QSI protocol in order
to implement the following resource inequality:
X→XA XB

ρ AB  + I(XB ; R|B)[ c → c ] + H(XB |RB)[cc]  

◦ T A→A XE : ρ AB .

(81)
A→A XE

In the above, the resource on the RHS is a remote instrument, such that the map T
is first simulated in such a way that Alice possesses the environment E of the instrument
T A→A X , followed by a copying of the classical output X to one for Alice (XA ) and one for
X→XA XB
Bob (XB ) (the notation 
indicates a classical copying channel). Let σ A XA XB E B denote
the post-measurement state. Conditional on the classical variable X, the parties then perform
the state redistribution protocol [29, 68], in which Alice redistributes the share A of the
post-measurement state to Bob. The resource inequality for this task is as follows:
σ A E XA |BXB  + 12 I(A ; R|BXB )[ q → q ] + 12 (I(A ; E |XB ) − I(A ; B|XB ))[qq]  σ E XA |A BXB ,
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where the vertical divider | for the states above indicates who possesses what systems and the
information quantities are all conditioned on X since this classical variable is available to both
parties. The above resource inequality is equivalent to the following one, after applying the
identity I(A ; R|BXB ) = I(A ; R|E XB ) [29, 68] and moving the entanglement consumption to
the RHS along with a sign inversion (so that it now corresponds to an entanglement generation
rate):
σ A XA E |BXB  + 12 I(A ; R|E XB )[ q → q ]  12 (I(A ; B|XB ) − I(A ; E |XB ))[qq] + σ E XA |A BXB .
Overall, we then have the following resource inequality
ρ AB  + I(XB ; R|B)[ c → c ] + H(XB |RB)[cc] + 12 I(A ; R|E XB )[ q → q ]
 12 (I(A ; B|XB ) − I(A ; E |XB ))[qq],
if we are not concerned with the ‘state redistribution’ aspect of the protocol and merely its
abilities for entanglement distillation. Finally, since the goal of the protocol is entanglement
distillation and not actually simulating the measurement, we can exploit the common
randomness to agree upon a particular protocol in the ensemble of these protocols for the
task of entanglement distillation and it is not necessary to have common randomness as a
resource (it can be derandomized and this is the content of corollary 4.8 of [26]). The final
resource inequality is then
ρ AB  + I(XB ; R|B)[c → c] + 12 I(A ; R|E XB )[q → q]  12 (I(A ; B|XB ) − I(A ; E |XB ))[qq].
Combining the above protocol with teleportation, super-dense coding, and entanglement
distribution then gives all of the known protocols on the ‘static branch’ of quantum information
theory.
5.6.2. Quantum reverse Shannon theorem for a quantum instrument. The quantum reverse
Shannon theorem in its simplest form makes a statement regarding the ability of noiseless
quantum communication and entanglement to simulate the action of some channel N A→B
on many copies of a state ρ. A simple extension of the theorem that we discussed in the
introduction is QRST–QSI, which simulates the channel on a bipartite state ρ AB . The resource
inequality for this protocol is as follows:

, A→B E
1
I(R; B |B)ω [q → q] + 12 (I(B ; E )ω − I(B ; B)ω ) [qq]  UN
: ρ AB ,
2
where the information quantities are with respect to a state ωRBE of the following form:
A→B E
ωRB EB ≡ UN
|ψρ RAB .
A→B E
is an isometric extension of the channel N and |ψρ RAB is a
In the above, UN
purification of the state ρ AB . The protocol employs state redistribution [29, 68]. In this case, if
1
(I(B ; E )ω − I(B ; B)ω ) is negative, then the protocol is generating entanglement rather than
2
consuming it. A special case of the above theorem is when there is no quantum side information
(when B is trivial), in which case the resource inequality becomes the usual quantum reverse
Shannon theorem [24, 1, 5, 10]:

, A→B E
1
I(R; B )ω [q → q] + 12 I(B ; E )ω [qq]  UN
: ρA .
2

Suppose that we instead would like to simulate the action of a quantum instrument N A→XB
with classical output X and quantum output B on the bipartite state ρ AB . A quantum instrument
is the most general model for quantum measurement that includes both a classical output and
a post-measurement quantum state [21]. A quantum instrument always admits the following
decomposition

|xx|X ⊗ NxA→B (ρ),
N A→XB (ρ) ≡
x
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in terms of the completely positive trace-nonincreasing maps NxA→B , such that the overall
quantum map after tracing over the classical system X is a completely positive trace-preserving
map:

N A→B (ρ) ≡
NxA→B (ρ),
x

Tr{N A→B (ρ)} = 1.
N A→B has the following isometric extension:

A→XXE B E
A→B E
UN
=
|xX |xXE UN
,
x
x
A→B E
where UN
is an extension of the map NxA→B . Thus, tracing over XE and E recovers the
x
action of the original instrument.
If we are interested in simulating this channel on the state ρ AB , we could straightforwardly
apply the quantum reverse Shannon theorem to show that the following resource inequality
exists

, A→XXE B E
1
(82)
I(R; B X|B)ω [q → q] + 12 (I(B X; E )ω − I(B X; B)ω ) [qq]  UN
: ρ AB .
2

Though, we could perform this task by using less quantum communication and entanglement
if we exploit MC–QSI first followed by state redistribution (as we do in the classically-assisted
state redistribution protocol). The first step of the protocol implements the following resource
inequality
X→XA XB

ρ AB  + I(X; R|B)[c → c] + H(X|RB)[cc]  

◦ N A→B XE : ρ AB ,

while the second is as follows:
σ B XA E|BXB  + 12 I(B ; R|BX )[q → q] + 12 (I(B ; E|X ) − I(B ; B|X ))[qq]  σ XA E|B BXB .
Overall, the resource inequality for simulating the quantum instrument is as follows:
ρ AB  + I(X; R|B)[c → c] + H(X|RB)[cc] + 12 I(B ; R|BX )[q → q]

, A→XXE B E
: ρ AB ,
+ 12 (I(B ; E|X ) − I(B ; B|X ))[qq]  UN
which is a cheaper simulation than in (82) because we are using classical communication
and common randomness to achieve part of the task, rather than quantum communication
and entanglement for the whole protocol. One would expect to have such a savings, since a
quantum instrument has both a classical and quantum output. We remark that this approach
is very similar to classically-assisted state redistribution from the previous section, with the
exception that we require the common randomness since the goal is to simulate the instrument
in full, rather than to distill entanglement. A special case of the above reverse Shannon theorem
occurs when there is no quantum side information available, in which the resource inequality
reduces to

, A→XXE B E
: ρA .
I(X; R)[c → c] + H(X|R)[cc] + 12 I(B ; R|X )[q → q] + 12 I(B ; E|X )[qq]  UN
5.6.3. Classical communication cost in local purity distillation. We can also exploit MC–
QSI to improve upon the classical communication cost in local purity distillation [41]. This
leads to the following improvement of theorem 1 of [41]:
∗
Theorem 13. The one-way distillable local purity of the state ρ AB is given by κ→ = κ→
, where
∗
(ρ AB , R) = κ (ρ A ) + κ (ρ B ) + P→ (ρ AB , R).
κ→
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In the above, we have the definitions
κ (ωC ) ≡ log dC − H(C)ω ,
1
P→ (ρ AB , R) ≡ lim P(1) ((ρ AB )⊗k , kR),
k→∞ k
and
P(1) (ρ AB , R) ≡ max{I(Y ; B)σ : I(Y ; E|B)  R},


σ Y BE ≡ (M ⊗ I BE )(ψ ABE ),
where ψ ABE is a purification of ρ AB , M is a measurement map corresponding to the POVM
, and the maximization is over all POVMs mapping Alice’s system A to a classical system Y .
The improvement of theorem 1 of [41] comes about by reducing the classical
communication rate from I(Y ; EB) to I(Y ; E|B) by employing the MC–QSI protocol in the
achievability part. The converse part of the theorem (in (19) of [41]) gets improved as follows:
nR = log dY  H(Y )  H(Y |Bn )  I(Y ; E n |Bn ).
It is apparent that the multi-letter nature of the converse theorem is what led to the ability to
improve the theorem, so that for any finite k, the above revision of the theorem improves upon
the previous one, but they are both optimal in the regularized limit. This leads us to believe
that even further improvements might be possible.
5.7. Entropic uncertainty relation with QSI
We close by relating the MC–QSI protocol to recent work on an entropic uncertainty relation
in the presence of quantum memory [52, 9, 59, 14, 31]. This uncertainty relation characterizes
the ability of two parties to predict the outcomes of measurements on another system, by
exploiting the quantum systems in their possession. The formal statement of the uncertainty
relation applies to a tripartite state ρ ABC and is as follows:
H(X|B) + H(Z|C)  log2 (1/c1 ).

(83)

The two entropies are with respect to the following states resulting from applying measurement
maps for  and  to the A system:



|xx|X ⊗ TrAC Ax ρ ABC ,
x





|zz|Z ⊗ TrAB zA ρ ABC ,

z

and c characterizes the non-commutativity of the measurements:
 
c1 ≡ max x z 2∞ .
x,z

This uncertainty relation is useful conceptually, but it also has operational applications to
quantum key distribution [9, 59], in relating data compression to privacy amplification [50, 54],
and in constructing capacity-achieving quantum error correction codes (for certain channels)
[62] because it is formulated in terms of entropies. Another statement of the above entropic
uncertainty relation is as follows [9, 31]:
H(X|B) + H(Z|B)  log2 (1/c2 ) + H(A|B),
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c2 ≡ max Tr{x z }.
x,z

Here, we show how the above uncertainty relations apply in bounding from below the
nonlocal classical resources required in two different MC–QSI protocols. First, suppose that
Alice would like to simulate the measurement {Ax } on the state ρ ABC and send the outcomes
to Bob. Let R be a system that purifies the state ρ ABC . Then the MC–QSI protocol corresponds
to the following resource inequality:
ρ ABC  + I(X; RC|B)[c → c] + H(X|RBC)[cc]  A : ρ ABC ,
where the entropies are with respect to the state



|xx|X ⊗ TrA Ax ψ RABC .
x

The total classical cost of the above protocol is H(X|B) = I(X; RC|B) + H(X|RBC). For the
second protocol, suppose that Alice would like to simulate the measurement {zA } on the state
ρ ABC and send the outcomes to Charlie. Then the MC–QSI protocol in this case corresponds
to the following resource inequality:
ρ ABC  + I(Z; RB|C)[c → c] + H(Z|RBC)[cc]   A : ρ ABC ,
where the entropies are with respect to the state



|zz|Z ⊗ TrA zA ψ RABC .
z

The total classical cost of the above protocol is H(Z|C) = I(Z; RB|C) + H(Z|RBC).
Using the entropic uncertainty relation in (83), we can then bound from below the total
classical cost of the above protocols as follows:
I(X; RC|B) + H(X|RBC) + I(Z; RB|C) + H(Z|RBC) = H(X|B) + H(Z|C)  log2 (1/c1 ).
We can also apply the uncertainty relation in (84) to bound from below the total common
randomness cost:
H(X|RBC) + H(Z|RBC)  log2 (1/c2 ) + H(A|RBC)
= log2 (1/c2 ) − H(A),
where the last equality follows because the state on RABC is pure. Since this lower bound
might sometimes be negative but the entropies H(X|RBC) and H(Z|RBC) are always positive,
we can revise the above lower bound to be as follows:
H(X|RBC) + H(Z|RBC)  max{log2 (1/c2 ) − H(A), 0}.
Given that lower bounds on the total classical cost and the total common randomness
exist, one might be tempted to think that a lower bound on the total information should exist
as well. One might conjecture it to be of the following form:
I(X; RC|B) + I(Z; RB|C)  l,
where l is some non-negative parameter that depends only on the measurements and not on
the state. Such a universal, state-independent lower bound cannot hold in general, however. A
simple counterexample demonstrates that the following lower bound for strong subadditivity
is the best that one might hope for:
I(X; RC|B) + I(Z; RB|C)  0.
Indeed, suppose that ρ ABC is a pure product state. Then I(X; RC|B) is equal to zero because
R and C have no correlations with the measurement output X on A, and I(Z; RB|C) = 0 for a
similar reason.
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6. Non-feedback measurement compression with quantum side information
Our final contribution concerns measurement compression with quantum side information, in
the case where the sender is not required to obtain the outcome of the simulation, that is, a
non-feedback simulation. We construct a protocol for this task by simply combining elements
of other protocols described earlier in the review. Moreover, we show that the protocol is
optimal by proving a single-letter converse for the associated rate region. We omit the detailed
definition of the information processing task here because it is the obvious non-feedback
relaxation along the lines of section 3 for the definition of the MC–QSI task from section 5.
Theorem 14 (Non-feedback MC–QSI). Let ρ AB be a source state and N a quantum instrument
to simulate on this state:


NxA ⊗ I B (ρ AB ) ⊗ |xx|X .
(N A→AX ⊗ I B )(ρ AB ) =
x

There exists a protocol for faithful non-feedback simulation of the quantum instrument with
classical communication rate R and common randomness rate S if and only if R and S are in
the union of the following regions:
R  I(W ; R|B),
R + S  I(W ; XR|B),

(85)

where the entropies are with respect to a state of the following form:




pX|W (x|w)|ww|W ⊗ |xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ MAw ⊗ I B φρRAB ,

(86)

x,w

φρRAB is some purification of the state ρ AB , and the union is with respect to all decompositions
of the original instrument N of the form:



pX|W (x|w) MAw ⊗ I B (ρ AB ) ⊗ |xx|X .
(87)
(N A→AX ⊗ I B )(ρ AB ) =
x,w

While demonstrating achievability of the quoted rates will consist of the routine
combination of elements from other parts of the review, the converse is more subtle.
In particular, a general protocol for non-feedback MC–QSI will have Bob perform an
instrument on the Bn system. Arguing that it is sufficient to restrict to states of the form
(86) will involve comparing that protocol to a related simulation in which the instrument is
implemented approximately by Alice. While the modified protocol would generally require
more communication than the original, for the purposes of the converse, it need not significantly
increase the relevant mutual informations.
Proof Sketch of Achievability. The protocol for achievability naturally combines elements
of protocols that we have considered in section 3 for non-feedback measurement compression
and in section 5 for measurement compression with quantum side information. The protocol
begins with Alice and Bob sharing many copies of a state ρ AB . They would like to simulate an
instrument N A→AX , composed of the completely positive, trace non-increasing maps {NxA },
so that they end up with many copies of a state of the following form:


(N A→AX ⊗ I B )(ρ AB ) =
NxA ⊗ I B (ρ AB ) ⊗ |xx|X .
x

We omit the details of the proof of the achievability part because it follows readily from the
methods detailed in sections 3 and 5. Instead, we state the achievability part as the following
resource inequality:
ρ AB  + I(W ; R|B)[c → c] + I(W ; X|RB)[cc]  N A→AX (ρ AB ).
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where the information quantities are with respect to a state of the following form:




pX|W (x|w)|ww|W ⊗ |xx|X ⊗ TrA I R ⊗ MAw ⊗ I B φρRAB .

(89)

x,w



In the above, φρRAB is a purification of the state ρ AB and the maps MAw arise from a
decomposition of the original instrument into the following form:


NxA (σ ) ⊗ |xx|X =
pX|W (x|w)MAw (σ ) ⊗ |xx|X ,
x

x,w

when acting on some arbitrary state σ . In particular, the protocol operates by Alice and
Bob performing a simulation of MAw , though Alice hashes the outcome of the simulated
measurement. She sends the hash along to Bob using noiseless classical bits channels, and he
then performs sequential decoding to search among all of the post-measurement states that are
consistent with the hash and his share of the common randomness. This causes a negligible
disturbance to the shared state in the asymptotic limit as long as the communication rates
are as in (88). Finally, he simulates the classical post-processing channel pX|W (x|w) locally,
leading to a savings in the cost of common randomness consumption.

With the achievability part in hand, we now move on to the proof of the converse.
Proof of Converse. We now prove this converse part. A modification of figure 7 (without
the extra processing of L and M on Alice’s side) depicts the most general protocol for a nonfeedback simulation of the measurement with QSI. The protocol begins with the reference,
Alice, and Bob sharing many copies of the state φρRAB and Alice sharing common randomness
M with Bob. She then chooses a quantum instrument ϒ (m) based on the common randomness
M and performs it on her systems An . The measurement returns outcome L, and the overall
state is as follows:
 1  (m) An 
⊗n 
n n n
ϒl
φρRAB
⊗ |ll|L ⊗ |mm|M ,
θ R A B LM ≡
|M|
l,m
where ϒl(m) is a completely positive, trace non-increasing map. Alice sends the register L to
Bob. Based on L and M, he performs some quantum instrument on his systems Bn with trace
non-increasing maps {Fs(lm) } followed by the stochastic map pX̂ n |S,L,M (x̂n |s, l, m) to give his
estimate x̂n of the measurement outcome. The resulting state is as follows:
 1
An 
Bn  RAB ⊗n 

n n
n n
ωR A LMSB X̂ ≡
φρ
pX̂ n |S,L,M (x̂n |s, l, m) ϒl(m) ⊗ Fs(lm)
|M|
n
l,m,s,x̂

n

⊗ |ll|L ⊗ |mm|M ⊗ |ss|S ⊗ |x̂n x̂n |X̂ .
The following condition should hold for all  > 0 and sufficiently large n for a faithful
non-feedback simulation:


 n n n 


 RAB ⊗n 
 R X̂ B
n
n Xn 
⊗ |x x |   ,
−
TrAn (I ⊗ Nxn ) φρ
(90)
ω


n
x

n

1

n

where X̂ is a classical register isomorphic to X .
We prove the first bound as follows:
nR  H(L)θ
 I(L; MBn Rn )θ
= I(LMBn ; Rn )θ + I(L; MBn )θ − I(Rn ; MBn )θ
 I(LMBn ; Rn )θ − I(Rn ; Bn )θ
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 I(LMSBn ; Rn )ω − I(Rn ; Bn )ω − n
= H(Rn |Bn )ω − H(Rn |LMSBn )ω − n


[H(Rk |Bk )ω − H(Rk |LMSBk )ω ] − n2
k

=



I(LMS; Rk |Bk )ω − n2

k

= nI(LMS; R|BK)σ − n2
 nI(LMS; R|BK)σ + nI(R; K|B)σ − n3
= nI(LMSK; R|B)σ − n3 .
The first two inequalities are similar to what we had before. The first equality is an identity for
quantum mutual information. The third inequality follows because there are no correlations
between Rn Bn and M so that I(MBn ; Rn )ω = I(Bn ; Rn )ω . The fourth inequality follows from
quantum data processing of LMBn to produce LMSBn and from the fact that this does not
change the state too much (we apply the condition in (90) and the Alicki–Fannes’ inequality).
The second equality is an identity for quantum mutual information. The fifth inequality follows
from strong subadditivity of quantum entropy:

H(Rk |LMSBk )ω ,
H(Rn |LMSBn )ω 
k

and because the state on Rn Bn is close to a tensor-power state so that by lemma 10, we have

H(Rn |Bn )ω 
H(Rk |Bk )ω − n .
k

The third equality is another identity. The fourth equality comes about by defining the state σ
as follows:

1
p
(x̂|lms)
σ RALMSX̂K ≡
n|M| X̂|LMS
l,m,k,x̂,s
 (m) An  (lmk) Bn  RAB ⊗n 
× Tr(RAB)k−1 (RAB)n
ϒl
⊗ Fs
) φρ
1

k+1

⊗ |ll| ⊗ |mm|M ⊗ |ss|S ⊗ |x̂x̂|X̂ ⊗ |kk|K ,
L

(91)

where the map pX̂|LMS (x̂|lms) is defined from pX̂ n |LMS (x̂ |lms) by keeping only the kth symbol
from x̂n . It also follows by exploiting the fact that K is a uniform classical random variable,
with distribution 1/n, determining which systems Rk Ak Bk X̂k to select. From the fact that the
measurement simulation is faithful, we can apply the Alicki–Fannes’ inequality to conclude
that
n

I(RX̂; K|B)σ = |I(RX̂; K|B)σ − I(RX; K|B)τ |   ,

(92)

where τ is a state like σ but resulting from the tensor-power state for ideal measurement
compression (and due to its IID structure, it has no correlations with any particular system k
so that I(RX; K|B)τ = 0). The same reasoning along with strong subadditivity also implies
that
I(R; K|B)σ   .

(93)

The final equality is an application of the chain rule for quantum mutual information. The
state σ for the final information term has the form:

RAB
pX|W (x|w)|xx|X ⊗ MAB
),
(94)
MAB→ABX (φ RAB ) =
w (φ
x,w
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with LMSK = W and the completely positive, trace non-increasing maps MAB
w defined by
n
n





⊗n−k 


1
A
B
⊗k−1
AB →
Tr(AB)k−1 (AB)n
ϒl(m) ⊗ Fs(lm)
φρAB
.
⊗ AB ⊗ φρAB
k+1
1
n|M|
At this point, we have proved the first inequality in (85) for a state of the form in (94) where
the map MAB
w acts on the joint system AB. We now show that it is possible to construct from
a
map
acting only on the system A (as stated in the theorem) causing only a negligible
MAB
w
change to the information quantity in (85). The idea behind this is a simple application of
Uhlmann’s theorem. First, consider that the following inequality holds from the condition in
(90) and from monotonicity of trace distance:







RAB
pX|W (x|w)TrA {MAB
)} −
TrA {Nx (φ RAB )}  

w (φ


x,w
x
1

The state φ RAB is a purification of x TrA {Nx (φ RAB )}, and the following state:


AB
Mw,i
|φRAB |wW pX|W (x|w)|xX |iI ,
(95)
w,x,i


RAB
is a purification of x,w pX|W (x|w)TrA {MAB
)}, where we assume that the completely
w (φ
AB
positive maps Mw have the following Kraus representation:

 † AB
AB
AB AB
Mw,i
ρ Mw,i
.
MAB
w (ρ ) =
i
XI
such that the trace distance between
By Uhlmann’s theorem, there exists an isometry U A→AW√
A→AW XI
RAB
(φ ) and the state in (95) is less than 2 . To have the map MAB→ABX be
U
implemented solely on Alice’s system, we can simply perform the isometry U A→AW XI , discard
the register I, and perform von Neumann measurements of the registers W and X. (One could
also discard register X, and then process W with pX|W (x|w) to produce X—it is possible to
do this since X is classical.) This amounts to an approximate implementation of the following
instrument:

RAB
pX|W (x|w)|xx|X ⊗ |ww|W ⊗ MAB
),
w (φ
x,w

from which we can discard register W to obtain an approximation of the map MAB→ABX . Thus,
from the map MAB→ABX , it is possible to construct a nearby map of the form in (87), so that
it suffices to optimize over the class of decompositions given in (87).
We now prove the second bound:
n(R + S)  H(LM)θ
 H(LM|Bn )θ
 I(LM; X̂ n Rn |Bn )θ
= I(LMBn ; X̂ n Rn )θ − I(Bn ; X̂ n Rn )θ
 I(LMSBn ; X̂ n Rn )ω − I(Bn ; X̂ n Rn )ω − n
= H(X̂ n Rn |Bn )ω − H(X̂ n Rn |LMSBn )ω − n


[H(X̂k Rk |Bk )ω − H(X̂k Rk |LMSBk )ω ] − n2
k

=



I(LMS; X̂k Rk |Bk )ω − n2

k

= nI(LMS; X̂R|KB)σ − n2
 nI(LMS; X̂R|KB)σ + nI(K; X̂R|B)σ − n3
= nI(LMSK; X̂R|B)σ − n3 .
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The first three inequalities follow from similar reasons as our previous inequalities. The first
equality is an identity. The fourth inequality follows from quantum data processing of LMBn
to produce LMSBn and from the fact that this does not change the state too much (we apply the
condition in (90) and the Alicki-Fannes’ inequality). The fifth inequality follows from strong
subadditivity of entropy:

H(X̂k Rk |LMSBk )ω ,
H(X̂ n Rn |LMSBn )ω 
k

and from the fact that the measurement simulation is faithful so that

H(X̂ n Rn |Bn )ω −
H(X̂k Rk |Bk )ω  n ,
k

where we have applied a variation of lemma 10. The third equality is an identity. The fourth
equality follows by considering the state σ as defined in (91). The sixth inequality follows
from (92). The final equality is the chain rule for quantum mutual information. We can then
consider the same argument as stated before in order to construct a map acting only on A from
one acting on AB. Similarly, the resulting state has the form in (87).

7. Conclusion
This review provided a second look at Winter’s measurement compression theorem [65],
detailing the information processing task, providing examples for understanding it, reviewing
Winter’s achievability proof, and detailing a new approach to its single-letter converse theorem.
We proved a new theorem characterizing the optimal rates for classical communication and
common randomness for a measurement compression protocol where the sender is not required
to obtain the outcome of the measurement simulation. We then reviewed the Devetak–Winter
theorem on classical data compression with quantum side information, providing new proofs of
the achievability and converse parts of this theorem. From there, we presented a new protocol
called measurement compression with quantum side information (a protocol first announced
in [38]). This protocol has several applications, including its part in the ‘classically-assisted
state redistribution’ protocol, which is the most general protocol on the static side of the
quantum information theory tree, and its role in reducing the classical communication cost in
local purity distillation [41]. We then outlined a connection between this protocol and recent
work in entropic uncertainty relations. Finally, we proved a single-letter theorem for the task
of measurement compression with quantum side information when the sender is not required
to obtain the outcome of the measurement simulation.
There are several open questions to consider going forward from here. First, are there
applications of the MC–QSI protocol to rate distortion, as was the case for the Luo–Devetak
protocol in [44]? Are there further applications of the measurement compression protocol in
general? Is it possible to formulate a measurement compression protocol that is independent
of the state on which it acts (similar to the general reverse Shannon theorem from [5, 10])? The
answers to these questions could further illuminate our understanding of quantum measurement
and address other important areas of quantum information theory.
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Appendix A. Typical sequences and typical subspaces
A sequence xn is typical with respect to some probability distribution pX (x) if its empirical
n
distribution has maximum deviation δ from pX (x). The typical set TδX is the set of all such
sequences:
.
1
Xn
n
n
Tδ ≡ x : N(x|x ) − pX (x)  δ ∀x ∈ X ,
n
where N(x|xn ) counts the number of occurrences of the letter x in the sequence xn . The
above notion of typicality is the ‘strong’ notion (as opposed to the weaker ‘entropic’ version
of typicality sometimes employed [15]). The typical set enjoys three useful properties: its
probability approaches unity in the large n limit, it has exponentially smaller cardinality
than the set of all sequences, and every sequence in the typical set has approximately
uniform probability. That is, suppose that X n is a random variable distributed according to
pX n (xn ) ≡ pX (x1 ) . . . pX (xn ),  is positive number that becomes arbitrarily small as n becomes
large, and c is some positive constant. Then the following three properties hold [15]

n
(A.1)
Pr X n ∈ TδX  1 − ,
TδX

n

 2n[H(X )+cδ] ,
n

∀xn ∈ TδX :

2−n[H(X )+cδ]  pX n (xn )  2−n[H(X )−cδ] .

(A.2)
(A.3)

We omit using c in the main text and instead subsume it as part of δ.
These properties translate straightforwardly to the quantum setting by applying the spectral
theorem to a density operator ρ. That is, suppose that

pX (x)|xx|,
ρ≡
x

for some orthonormal basis {|x}x . Then there is a typical subspace defined as follows:
.
1
n
n
n
Tρ,δ ≡ span |x  : N(x|x ) − pX (x)  δ ∀x ∈ X ,
n
and let nρ,δ denote the projector onto it. Then properties analogous to (A.1)–(A.3) hold for
the typical subspace. The probability that a tensor power state ρ ⊗n is in the typical subspace
approaches unity as n becomes large, the rank of the typical projector is exponentially smaller
than the rank of the full n-fold tensor-product Hilbert space of ρ ⊗n , and the state ρ ⊗n ‘looks’
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Tr nρ,δ ρ ⊗n  1 − ,


Tr nρ,δ  2n[H(B)+cδ] ,
2−n[H(B)+cδ] nρ,δ  nρ,δ ρ ⊗n nρ,δ  2−n[H(B)−cδ] nρ,δ ,

Topical Review

(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)

where H(B) is the entropy of ρ.
Suppose now that we have an ensemble of the form {pX (x), ρx }, and suppose that we
generate a typical sequence xn according to the pruned distribution in (24), leading to a tensor
product state ρxn ≡ ρx1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρxn . Then there is a conditionally typical subspace with a
conditionally typical projector defined as follows:
/ I
ρxx ,δ ,
nρxn ,δ ≡
x∈X

where Ix ≡ {i : xi = x} is an indicator set that selects the indices i in the sequence xn for
which the ith symbol xi is equal to x ∈ X and Iρxx ,δ is the typical projector for the state ρx .
The conditionally typical subspace has the three following properties:


Tr nρxn ,δ ρxn  1 − ,
(A.7)
 n 
Tr ρxn ,δ  2n[H(B|X )+cδ] ,
(A.8)
2−n[H(B|X )+cδ] nρxn ,δ  nρxn ,δ ρxn nρxn ,δ  2−n[H(B|X )−cδ] nρxn ,δ ,
(A.9)

where H(B|X ) = x pX (x)H(ρx ) is the conditional quantum entropy.
 Let ρ be the expected density operator of the ensemble {pX (x), ρx } so that ρ =
x pX (x)ρx . The following properties are proved in [23, 63, 60]:
n

∀xn ∈ TδX : Tr{ρxn ρ }  1 − ,

pX n (x)ρxn  [1 − ]−1 ρ ⊗n .

(A.10)

xn

Appendix B. Useful lemmas
Here we collect some useful lemmas.
Lemma 15 (Gentle Operator lemma [63, 47]). Let  be a positive operator where 0    I
(usually  is a POVM element), ρ a state, and  a positive number such that the probability
of detecting the outcome  is high:
Tr{ρ}  1 − .
Then the measurement causes little disturbance to the state ρ:
√ √
√
ρ − ρ  1  2 .
Lemma 16 (Gentle Operator lemma for Ensembles
[63, 47, 60]). Given an ensemble

{pX (x), ρx } with expected density operator ρ ≡ x pX (x)ρx , suppose that an operator 
such that I    0 succeeds with high probability on the state ρ:
Tr{ρ}  1 − .
√
√
Then the subnormalized state ρx  is close in expected trace distance to the original
state ρx :
√
√
√
EX { ρX  − ρX 1 }  2 .
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Lemma 17. Let ρ and σ be positive operators and  a positive operator such that 0    I.
Then the following inequality holds
Tr{ρ}  Tr{σ } + ρ − σ

1.

Lemma 18 (Non-commutative union bound [56]). Let σ be a subnormalized state such that
σ  0 and Tr{σ }  1. Let 1 , . . . , N be projectors. Then the following ‘non-commutative
union bound’ holds
#
$ N
$
Tr{σ } − Tr{ · · ·  σ  · · ·  }  2%
Tr{(I −  )σ }.
N

1

1

N

i

i=1
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